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Abstract 

Gas Hydrate Equilibria in the Presence of Electrolyte Solutions 

Bahman Tohidi Kalorazi 

ABSTRACT 

The application of extended sub-sea gathering networks and the transportation of 

unprocessed wellstreams are amongst favourable options for reducing field development 

and operational costs. These lines will convey a mixture of multi-phase fluids, including 

mixed electrolyte produced water, and liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons. One serious 

concern in the North Sea is that the above pipelines and process facilities are prone to 

hydrate formation, giving rise to pipeline blockage, operational problems, and other 

safety concerns. These can be avoided by either operating outside the hydrate region or 

transporting hydrates as slulTY. 

The economics of the first option is largely dependent on the accurate determination of 

the hydrate phase boundary, whereas the amount of hydrates to be transferred could be 

the main factor in the success of the second option. In this work both options have been 

addressed hy investigating the effect of intennediate/heavy components of reservoir fluids 

and electrolyte solutions on the hydrate phase boundary, and the amount and composition 

of equilihrium phases in the presence of gas hydrates. 

At typical pipeline conditions, up to seven phases could he potentially present. A single 

cuhic equation of state has heen used in modelling all tluid phases, i.e. vapour, liquid 

hydrocarbon, and water-rich phases. The ideal solid solution theory with the Kihara 

potential parameters has been used to model the hydrate phases (struclure- I, II, and H), 

and ice has heen treated as a suh-cooled liquid . 

. . 
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Abstract 

The reliability of the above hydrate phase equilibria model is heavily dependent on the 

Kihara potential parameters. In this study, a novel and efficient method has been 

developed for optimising the Kihara potential parameters from hydrate dissociation 

pressure data of pure and binary systems for common hydrate rOnnel's. 

Until recently, n-butane was regarded as the heaviest compound capable of hydrate 

formation. Now, particularly after the discovery of structure- H gas hydrates, it is known 

that compounds much heavier than n-butane can form gas hydrates. In this work, the 

effect of some of these heavy hydrate formers (present in significant quantities in oil and 

gas-condensate streams), on hydrate phase boundary has been investigated and modelled. 

The water-cut in oil production is usually saline water and the salts dissolved in it inhibit 

hydrate formation to some extent. In this study, a rigorous thermodynamic model for 

single and mixed electrolyte solutions has been developed and validated. The model is 

able to predict the phase behaviour (vapour pressure and freezing point depression) of 

electrolyte solutions and the gas solubility in saline water, as well as the effect of 

electrolyte solutions on the hydrate phase boundary of synthetic and real reservoir fluids. 

The model predictions on hydrate phase boundaries of three reservoir tluids have been 

compared with four leading commercial packages. The results shows that the model is as 

reliable as, if not superior than, the commercial packages with the extra benefit of 

thermodynamic consistency. In addition, the model is able to predict the inhibition effect 

of mixed electrolyte solutions and the combined hydrate inhibition effect of methanol and 

formation water, which has not been reported by any of the commercial packages. 

For systems where the hydrate prevention approach is economically non-viable, such as 

oil streams with high water-cut, the transfer of hydrates as a slurry in pipelines is an 

attractive option. In this case, information on the amount and composition of different 

phases, particularly the amount of hydrates, is a valuable information in the design and 

operation of the transfer-lines. The model developed in this work has been used to 
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Abstract 

predict the amount and composition of equiliblium phases in the presence of gas hydrates 

for synthetic systems and real reservoir tluids in a numher of production scenalios. The 

predictions show good agreement with the experimental data. 

In summary, this work presents a reliable thermodynamic model for predicting hydrate 

phase equiliblia for real reservoir tluids in different production scenarios. The developed 

model could be used as a tool for the economical and safe design and operation of sub-sea 

transfer lines and production facilities prone to hydrate formation. 
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CHAPTER-! 

INTRODUCTION 

Gas hydrates are inclusion compounds in which certain non-polar or slightly polar 

molecules (guest) of a suitable size stabilise the crystalline structure formed by hydrogen 

bonded water molecules (host) under favourable conditions of pressure and temperature. 

The known hydrate structures are those of structure I, II, and the newly discovered H 

(Ripmeester et aI., 1987), where each structure is composed of a certain number of large 

and small cavities. For hydrate structures to remain stable, a minimum fraction of their 

cavities have to be filled with the guest molecules. On the other hand, for a molecule to 

enter a cavity, its size should be smaller than a certain value. Therefore, large molecules 

which can enter only a limited number of large cavities require smaller molecules "help 

gas" to mainly fill some smaller cavities to stabilise hydrate crystals. 

Gas hydrates resemble ice, but unlike ice they can fOim at temperatures well above the ice 

point. They have many applications in science and engineering (Tohidi et aI., 1993d) and 

have recently been receiving attention as a potential energy resource (Sloan, 1990), 

following the discovery of substantial gas hydrate deposits in permafrost and ocean 

sediments. However, gas hydrates are considered troublesome for oil and gas industries, 

because transmission pipelines and hydrocarbon processing facilities could he blocked or 

damaged by hydrate formation. The hydrate problems can be avoided hy either of the 

following two approac hes: 
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- Preventing the hydrate formation by heating and/or insulating the pipe or by adding 

chemical inhibitors to operate outside the hydrate zone. 

- Allowing the formation of hydrates, but modifying their gr0wth in order to prevent 

aggregation of hydrate crystals and hence avoiding the blockage by transporting 

hydrates as slurry. 

The first approach which is widely accepted and practised in the industry can become 

more economical by a more reliable determination of the hydrate free zone (Tohidi et aI., 

1992). The available infOimation on hydrate formation and prevention have been mostly 

generated by studies on gaseous systems in pure water. Although the formation of 

hydrates in oil and gas-condensate systems or in the presence of electrolyte solutions is 

basically the same as that in gaseous mixtures and can be described similarly by 

numerical models, there are significant differences between the systems which warrant 

special considerations for oil transfer lines. Three areas pertinent to oil and/or gas-

condensate transportation are as follows: 

- The water-cut in oil wellstreams is formation water which inhibits hydrate formation to 

some extent. Efficient modelling of the inhibition effect of salts on hydrate formation 

will give the information required for a more economical use of expensive inhibitors. 

- Oil and gas-condensate systems contain a significant amount of intermediate 

hydrocarbon compounds which are currently being considered as non-hydrate fonners. 

Recent results (Ripmeester et aI., 1987, 1991) indicate that some of these compounds 

are indeed strongly hydrate formers. The effect of these compounds on the hydrate 

boundary can be quite significant. 

- Oil wellstreams may contain much higher water-cut than gas systems which can 

prohibit an economical use of chemical inhibitors to prevent hydrate formation. 

Furthennore, methanol, which is largely used as the chemical inhibitor, is very harmful 

for the environment. In these cases, the transfer of hydrates as slurry in pipeline. using 

low dosage additives, is an attractive option. The success of this option, which is 
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attracting significant industrial and academic attention, depends on predicting the 

amount of hydrates present in the pipeline and in equilibrium with other phases. 

Both of the above approaches in avoiding hydrate problems are addressed in this study. 

This work will provide a more reliable prediction for boundary by investigating the effect 

of heavy hydrate fonners (Danesh et aI., 1993, 1994, Tohidi et aI., 1995d) and electrolyte 

solutions (Tohidi et aI., 1993b, 1994c, 1995a) on the hydrate phase boundary. In relation 

to the transfer of gas hydrates in the fOlm of sluny, the developed model is able to predict 

the amount and composition of different phases at any given condition (Tohidi et al., 

1993a, 1994b, 1995b) 

In a typical hydrate problem a number of phases other than hydrates are potentially 

present. They are; vapour, liquid hydrocarbon, water-rich phase (with the possible 

presence of methanol and salts), ice, gas hydrates (structure-I, II, and H). In Chapter-2, 

the thermodynamic formulations for fugacity calculations in the different phases are 

detailed. 

The hydrate phases have been modelled by the solid solution theory which requires the 

interaction energy between water and guest molecules in gas hydrates. In this work, the 

Kihara potential model, which has three parameters, has been used. A novel approach has 

been employed in the optimisation of the Kihara parameters, and is detailed in Chapter-3. 

The phase behaviour modelling and the effect of the heavy hydrate formers on hydrate 

phase boundary are discussed in Chapter-4. 

The produced water with oil is usually formation water and contains salts. In Chapter-5, 

a rigorous thermodynamic approach has heen developed for modelling single and mixed 

electrolyte solutions, gas soluhility in saline water (Tohidi et al., 1995c), and the hydrate 

inhibition effect of formation water. 
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Chapter-6 presents the validation and also the comparison of the model with four 

commercial packages. A wide range of experimental data, including synthetic and real 

reservoir fluids in different production scenarios, has been used in the validation of the 

model. 

As mentioned earlier, the transportation of gas hydrates as slun·y is an attractive option. 

The information on the amount of hydrates is required for the design and operation of 

such transfer-lines. As presented in Chapter-6, the developed numelical model is used to 

predict the amount and composition of different phases and the results are compared with 

the experimental data. 

The conclusions of this work and some recommendations for future work is presented in 

Chapter-7. 
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CHAPTER-2 

THERMODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION OF THE PHASES 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The term hydrates in inorganic chemistry refers to solid crystalline compounds which 

have water molecules as an integral part of the crystal e.g. CuS04.5H20. In the oil and 

gas industries, the term hydrates refers to a different kind of material. For a long time it 

was thought that they belonged to the above class of compounds and many researchers 

tried to find the stoichiometric formula. However, it is now understood that these 

compounds are not stoichiometric and do not have fixed composition. 

Gas hydrates are crystalline molecular complexes formed from mixtures of water and 

suitably sized gas molecules. The water (host) molecules, upon hydrogen bonding, form 

unstable lattice structures with several interstitial cavities. The gas (guest) molecules can 

occupy the lattice cavities and when a minimum number of cavities are occupied the 

crystalline structure will become stable and solid gas hydrates will form, even at 

temperatures well ahove the ice point. 

Gas hydrates were discovered in 1810 hy Sir Humphery Davy (1811). This discovery 

was the starting point for a period in which the study of gas hydrates was regarded as a 

means of satisfying a scientific curiosity in which gas and water could he combined into a 

solid phase. In 19~4, gas hydrates were found to he responsihle for the hlockage in oil 

and gas transmission lines (Hammerschmidt, 19~-+). hindering the production, 
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transportation, and processing of reservoir tluids. This discovery caused a significant 

increase in gas hydrate research with the aim of finding a solution to the above problems. 

The other main milestone in the history of gas hydrates happened in the mid 1960's, 

when large amounts of gas in the form of gas hydrates were found in permafrost regions 

and in deep sea sediments. The current estimates show that the amount of energy in the 

gas hydrates is twice that of the total fossil fuel reserves (Sloan, 1990), indicating a huge 

source of energy which can be exploited in the right economical conditions. The proven 

reserves are scattered throughout the world, with particular concentrations in central 

America, SibeIia, Alaska, and Canada. In the past decades gas hydrates have found many 

useful applications, making this an active research field in Petroleum and Chemical 

Engineeling, as well as, in Geology, Biology, and the Environmental Sciences. 

The two common forms of gas hydrates are known as structures-land II, which have 

been investigated using X-ray diffraction methods by von Stackelberg and MUller (1954). 

They found that the unit cell of structure-I (sl) is a 12 A cube consisting of 46 water 

molecules which form two types of cavities. The two small ca vities are dodecahedra with 

12 pentagonal faces (5 12), whereas the six large cavities are tetradecanhedra having two 

opposite hexagonal faces and twelve pentagonal faces (5 1262). The smaller cavities are 

almost sphelical, whereas the larger cavities of structure-I are slightly oblate. Figure-2.l 

shows the two types of cavities in structure-I for which the unit cell is presented in 

Figure-2.2. 

The unit cell of structure-II (sll), which is a 17.3 A cuhe with 136 water mokcules, also 

contains two types of cavities. The 16 smaller ca vi ties are distorted pentagonal 

dodecahedra and the 8 larger cavities are hexadecahedra having 4 hexagonal faces and 

twelve pentagonal faces (5 1264). The latter cavities are almost spherical in shape. The 

cavities and unit cdl of structure-II are presented in Figures-2.1 and 2.3, respectively. 
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Ripmeester et al. (1987) reported a new hexagonal hydrate structure which requires both 

large and small molecules to stabilise the structure. They proposed that the new structure, 

due to its hexagonal shape, to be called structure-H (sH). According to the above authors, 

the unit cell has 34 water molecules forming a hexagonal lattice in which each side of the 

hexagonal face "a" is 12.26 A, and the height "c" is 10.17 A. The sH has three different 

types of cavities, i.e. three 512 cavities which is common to all known hydrate structures, 

two new 12 faces 4 35663 cavities and one new large 5 1268 cavity. The 435663 cavity has 

three square faces, six pentagonal faces, and three hexagonal faces, whereas the 5 1268 has 

12 pentagonal faces and eight hexagonal faces. The first two cavities accommodate the 

small molecules which act as help gases. The large cavity in this structure can 

accommodate larger molecules compared to the large cavities of structures-I and II. In 

fact, molecules in the size range of 7.5 to 8.6 A. can potentially form gas hydrates. The 

three types of cavities and a view of structure-H hydrates are presented in Figures-2.1 and 

2.4, respectively. 

A typical hydrate investigation may involve several phases i.e. vapour (V), water rich 

phase (L 1), liquid hydrocarbon (L2), hydrate (H), and ice (I), which poses a complex 

phase equilibrium problem. The possible presence of salts and chemical inhibitors makes 

it even more complicated. As far as the hydrate phase boundary is concerned, a 

calculation algorithm was developed by Pan'ish and Prausnitz (1972), for determining the 

dissociation curve of a gas hydrate on a water-free basis. The algorithm operates by 

finding the point at which the chemical potential difference between the water in the 

hydrate phase and in the coexisting phases is zero. Despite its shortcomings, the above 

algorithm, which is known as conventional formulation, is still widely used in the 

industry. BIietly, in this type of calculation it is nec~ssary to specify the number and type 

of phases present, the hydrocarbon composition on a wat~r free basis, inhihitor 

concentration, and temperature (or pressure). After performing the calculations, the 

algolithm will provide values of pressure (or temperature), the composition of all phases 

and the amount of each hydrocarhon phase (Avlonitis, 1988). 
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However, there are several calculations that could provide important information 

regarding gas hydrate phases, in addition to potential hydrate formation conditions. 

These include the ability to perform flash calculations in the presence of gas hydrates, 

that is to calculate the amount of hydrate that will form under given circumstances, and 

the composition of all equilibrium phases. Also in multi phase equilibria, the number and 

identity of equilibrium phases is not known in advance which can play an important role 

in hydrate calculations. This has become particularly important after the discovery of 

structure-H. The appropriate approach to this prohlem is the minimisation of the Gibbs 

free energy, since if a system is at true equilibrium the Gihbs free energy is at a global 

minimum. All of the above calculations are possible when using multi-phase flash 

calculation procedures based on energy minimisation, such as the method developed by 

Michelsen (l982a, b) for a combination of vapour and liquid phases, in conjunction with 

an equation of state or an activity model. 

2.2. GENERAL MULTI-PHASE FLASH (GMPF) 

Bishnoi et al. (1989) adopted the methodology for multiphase equilibrium flash 

calculations of Gupta for systems containing gas hydrates. Cole and Goodwin (1990) 

rearranged the hydrate phase model to a form compatihle with the Michelsen flash 

algorithm, to give explicit expressions for the fugacities of all the components of the 

hydrate lattice as functions of the overall composition of the hydrate phase. Avlonitis 

(1992) implemented the thermodynamic stability method by starting with all possible 

phases and eliminating those showing negative mass which is particularly suitable for 

multiphase equilibtia calculations involving solid hydrate phases. 

For a system at equilibrium, from a thermodynamic view point. the chemical potential of 

each component throughout the system must be unifonTI. 

J.1 if = ... = J.1 if = ... = J.1 rlr i=l . .... N (2.1 ) 
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where J.1ij is the chemical potential of component i in phase j, N is the number of 

components and n the numher of phases. For an isothermal system this will reduce to 

equality of fugacity for each component in different phases. 

!il = ... = !ij = ... = !ilr ;=1, ... , N (2.2) 

In the most general case (i.e. when all components are present in all phases) there will be 

N( n-1) such equations. In addition, material halance imposes another set of N + n 

equations: 

Ir 

z· = L F.x. 
I J IJ 

i=l, ... , N (2.3) 
j 

and 
N 

LX .. =1 IJ 
j=1, ... , n (2.4) 

where zi is the specified composition of the feed, F.i the fraction in moles of phase j and 

xU the mole fraction of component i in phase j. Totally there are n( N+ 1) equations with 

an equal number of unknowns, which may be chosen to he either (xU, Fj) at specified 

temperature T and pressure P or (xU, F.i=r' P) at specified T with F r = O. The first is the 

typical isothermal nash prohlem and the second is the general phase boundary problem. 

In summary, the hydrate phase houndary and nash calculation is reduced to finding 

suitahle thermodynamic models for calculating the fugacity in different equilibrium 

phases. In general more than one model is needed. 

2.3. VAPOUR, LIQUID HYDROCARBON, AND SALT FREE WATER 

PHASES 

In this study, the well proven (Danesh ft 01., 1991) Valderrama (Valderrama, 1990) 

modification of the Patel and Teja equation of state (VPT EoS) with the non-density 

dependent (NOD) mixing rules (A vlonitis ff al., 1994) as well as the popular Peng-
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Robinson (Peng and Robinson, 1976, Robinson and Peng, 1978) equation of state (PR 

EoS) have been used for the calculation of fugacity in the vapour and liquid hydrocarbon 

phases. The gas-water Binary Interaction Parameters (BIP) have been determined by 

matching published binary vapour liquid equilibria data. 

The PR and the VPT EoS are explained in Appendix-A. The two mixing rules, namely, 

classical and non-density dependent mixing rules are also explained in the above 

appendix. Using the above EoS and associated mixing rules the fugacity of each 

component in all fluid phases could be calculated from: 

f . = x.rn.P 
, I I"t'l 

(2.5) 

where fi' x;, and (f); are the fugacity, the mole fraction, and the fugacity coefficient of 

component i in vapour or liquid phases. P is the system total pressure. 

Optimisation of Water Parameters in EoS 

As detailed in Appendix-A, the PR and the VPT EoS can be expressed by the following 

general form: 

P= RT a 
v - b v2 + uv + \1' 

(2.6) 

where 

(2.7) 

The temperature function a( Tr) is gl'ncrally l'xprcsscd by: 

a( T) = { 1 + m /1 - (Tr )'" J / (2.8) 
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where '1'=0.5 and other variables in Equations-2.6 through 2.8 are explained in Appendix-

A. 

Avlonitis et af. (1994) relaxed the constrain of '1'=0.5 in the VPT EoS for water and 

methanol and regressed Equation-2.8 for temperatures up to the critical point to 

determine 111 and '1'. 

In this work, the Avlonitis et al. (1994) approach is extended to the PR EoS. 

Furthermore, since the above temperature range is beyond the interest of this study, 

experimental water vapour pressure (P,:~/:) data in the range of 258.l5 K to 374.15 K were 

used for determination of m and 'I' for water in the PR and the VPT EoS, with 

ABS [( P;;: - P:~;/~) / P,:~/: J as objective function. 

The above modification significantly improved the prediction of water fugacity, 

particularly for the PR EoS. 

2.4. HYDRA TE PHASES 

From a modelling view point, the sizes of different cavities in the different hydrate 

structures are required. This information on structures-I and II are available since the mid 

1950s. In relation to structure-H, although powder diffraction studies have identified the 

structure-H, definitive structural determination needs single-crystal diffraction studies. 

Recently, Mehta and Sloan (l994b) proposed a thermodynamic model for structure-H 

and gave approximate values for the sizes of cavities in structure-H. Table-2.1 

summarises the unit cell characteristics for the three known hydrate structures of I, II, and 

H. 

Knowing the three types of hydrate structures, the structure formed depends primarily on 

the size of the molecules involved. Very small molecules, such as helium, hydrogen, and 

neon do not form gas hydrates, hecause they are too small to he trapped in any of the 
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above mentioned cavities. Molecules like nitrogen and oxygen are reported to 

preferentially form sII gas hydrates (Davidson et al., 1986b, 1987), as this structure 

contains the smallest size cavities. Slightly larger molecules, such as methane or, ethane, 

are known to fOlm sl hydrates. The stable hydrate structure for larger molecules such as 

isobutane is sIl, as these molecules cannot enter any of the cavities of sl, but enter the 

large cavities of sl!. For binary and multicomponent systems, generally the size of the 

largest molecule (with a significant quantity) determines the hydrate structures. Hydrates 

made of pure compounds are known as simple gas hydrates. However, some large 

molecules such as normal hutane cannot form simple hydrates and they need some 

smaller molecules, known as help gases, to fill small cavities and stabilise the hydrate 

structure. These type of hydrates are known as double hydrates. Larger molecules, such 

as methylcyclohexane can form structure-H double gas hydrates. 

van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959) derived the basic statistical thermodynamic 

equations by using the ideal solution theory. In their approach, hydrate-forming 

molecules are viewed as adsorbed in the cavity sites which is described by the Langmuir 

adsorption theory. The fundamental assumptions in developing this theory are: 

1. The host molecules contribution to the free energy is independent of the occupation of 

the cavity. This assumption also implies that the encased molecule does not distort the 

cavity. 

2. Each cavity can contain at most one guest molecule, which cannot diffuse from the 

cavity. 

3. There are no interactions between the guest molecules, i.e. the energy of an encased 

guest molecule is independent of the number and types of other guest molecules. 

4. No quantum effects are needed; classical statistics are valid. 

The fugaci ty of water in the hydrate phase, f,~l, is gi ve Il hy (Anderson and Prausnitz, 

1986): 
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.1 fJ-H 
fH = rfJ exp( _ Pw ) 

w . W RT (2.9) 

where f~ is the fugacity of water in the empty hydrate lattice. .1p~-H is the chemical 

potential difference of water between the empty hydrate lattice, p~, and the hydrate 

phase, P:, and is obtained from the van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959) expression 

(Parrish and Prausnitz, 1972): 

L1 fJ-H - /3 H - 8 Pw - Pw - PH' - RT L III In( I + L CjlllIj ) 
HI j 

(2.10) 

where 8m is the number of cavities of type 111 per water molecule in the unit cell (Table-

2.1), and I j is the fugacity of the gas component j. C jlll is the Langmuir constant, which 

accounts for the guest-water interaction in the cavity. Numelical values for the Langmuir 

constant can be calculated if a model for the guest-host interaction is chosen, as shown by 

van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959): 

4n ~ U(r) 
Cj",(T) =-jexp(---)r2dr 

J(T () kT 
(2.11) 

where ~ is the Boltzmann's constant and U( r) is the spherically symmetric cell potential 

in the cavity, with r measured from centre, and depends on the intermolecular potential 

function chosen for describing the encaged guest-water interaction. Here, the Kihara 

potential parameters (McKoy and Sinanoglu, 1963) with a sphelical core are used: 

T(r) = 00 r = 2a (2.12a) 

a-2a 12 a-2a 6 
T(r) =4£[( ) -( )] 

r-2a r-2a 

r> 2a 
(2.12b) 
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where r( r) is the potential energy of interaction between two molecules, a is the hard 

core radius, a = a* + 2a is the collision diameter and £ is the depth of the energy well. 

The Kihara model is explained in more details in Chapter<t 

McKoy and Sinanoglu (1963) summed up all these guest-water binary interactions inside 

the cell to yield an overall cell potential: 

(2.11 ) 

where Zc is the coordination number of the cavity (Table-2.l), that is, the number of 

oxygen molecules at the periphery of each cavity, Rc is the radius of the cavity (Table-

2.1), and 8N is a polynomial given by the equation: 

s:N ,. a -N ,. a_N u ={(J----) -(J+---) J 
Rc Rc Rc Rc 

(2.14) 

here N is an integer equal to 4, 5, 10, or 11. The fugacity of water in the empty hydrate 

lattice, f~ in Equation-2.9, is given by: 

(2.15) 

where f\~LJ is the fugacity of pure ice or liquid water and the quantity inside the 

parentheses is given by the following equation: 

(2.16) 
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fj 

where ~~ and p:!L/ are the chemical potential of the empty hydrate lattice and of pure 

water in the ice (/) or the liquid (L/) state, respectively. P is the equilibrium pressure 

and To is the absolute temperature at the ice point. t1J1~: is the reference chemical 

potential difference between water in the empty hydrate lattice and pure water in the ice 

phase at 273.15 K (Table-2.2). t1h::'-1IL/ and t1v~-IIL/ are the molar enthalpy and molar 

volume differences between an empty hydrate lattice and ice or liquid water, respectively. 

Table-2.2 presents the t1~-IIL/ for different hydrate structures. t1h~-IIL/ is given with 

the following equation: 

T 

L1h fJ
-
IIL/ = L1ho + JL1C iT W W jlW( (2.17) 

To 

where L1h~ is the enthalpy difference between the empty hydrate lattice and ice at the ice 

point and zero pressure (Table-2.2). The heat capacity difference between the empty 

hydrate lattice and the pure liquid water phase, t1CplV ' is also temperature dependent and 

the equation recommended hy Holder et a/. (1980) is used: 

L1Cpw = -37.32 + O.179( T - To) (2.18) 

where t1C is in J mol-l.K -1. Furthermore, the heat capacity difference between I'll' . 

hydrate structures and is set equal to zero. Tahle-2.2 presents the reference properties of 

the hydrate structures used in this work, as reported hy Parrish and Prausnitz (1972), 

Dharmawardhana et a/. (1980), and Mehta and Sloan (1994b). 

Determination of the Kihara Potential Parameters 

The main data required hy the statistical thermodynamic model is the interaction energy 

hetween water and guest molecules in the hydrate. A simplified functional form is 

adopted for the potential energy of a guest molecuk in the hydrate cavity, and the 

parameters in this potential are then fitted to experimental data. In this work, the Kihara 
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potential parameters have been used which are determined with a novel approach as 

detailed in Chapter-3. 

2.5. ICE PHASE 

The fugacity of a pure solid can be rigorously calculated by correcting the saturation 

fugacity at the same temperature by an exponential factor (the Poynting correction). The 

details of the method can be found in Prausnitz et al. (1986) and Anderson and Prausnitz 

(1986). The above authors regarded ice as a sub-cooled liquid (pure hypothetical-liquid 

water) and used the following formulation to calculate the fugacity of water in the ice 

phase: 

f: = P;:~,t x (qJ~ )p,'11/ x exp( (Viet' / RT) x ( P - P;:·~:.{ ) 
"f 

(2.19) 

where P is the system pressure and f~'" stands for the fugacity of water in the ice phase. 

(qJ~ )p~1 is water fugacity coefficient in the vapour phase at a pressure equal to the ice 
let 

vapour pressure. P;;;: and Vic,' are the ice vapour pressure and the ice molar volume, 

respectively. 

Ice vapour pressure data (CRC handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1988, 89) in the 

range of 183.15 to 273.15 K (-90 to nOC) were used in optimising the parameters of the 

following empirical equation: 

(2.20) 

where p sat is the ice vapour pressure in mmHg ahsolute. The optimised constants, A, B, 
Ice 

C, D, and E are -l.032E3, 5.106, -9.771 E-2, 7 '<)36E-5, and -9.851, respectively. The 

ahove corrdation gavc the maximum ahsolute crror of less than O.259( with the 

experimental data in thc entire tcmperature rangc. Experimental and predicted ice 

vapour pressure is prescntcd in Figurc-2.5. 
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Ice density data as a function of temperature at atmospheric pressure (Hobbs, 1974), 

were used to calculate the ice molar vol ume, Viet" Figure-2.6 presents the ice molar 

v01ume vs temperature. The best linear fit for the range of interest, as shown in the 

above figure, is: 

Vice = 19.655 + (2. 2364E - 3) x(T - 273.15) (2.21 ) 

where Vice is ice molar volume in cm3.mole- l . 

2.6. SALINE WATER PHASE 

In this work, fugacities in the water rich phase are calculated hy combining the VPT or 

the PR EoS with the Oebye-HUckel electrostatic contrihution for taking into account the 

effect of sal t. 

l l EOS I EL 
nqJi = nqJi + 11 Yi i=1, ... , N (2.22) 

where N is the number of non-electrolyte components, </J i is the fugacity coefficient of 

component i, </JiEOS is the fugacity coefficient of component i neglecting the electrostatic 

effect calculated by an EoS, and YiEL is the contribution of the electrostatic telm. Using 

the Oebye-Htickel activity coefficient, the final form of the second telm in Equation-2.22 

would be (Aasberg-Petersen, 1991): 

(2.23 ) 

where M is the salt-free mixture molecular weight dctermineo as a molar average and 
11/ 

h is the interaction coefficient hetween the dissol ved salt and a non-electrolytic 
IS 

compound. The optimisation of the water-salt and gas-salt interaction coefficients is 

detailed in Chapter-4. The function .n BIII2) is ohtained from: 
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f( BI1I2) = 1 + BI1I2 -1 I( 1 + BI1I2) - 21n( 1 + BI1I2) (2.24) 

where 1 is the ionic strength and the parameters A and B are giv~n by: 

(2.25) 

B = 6. 359696 X 1112 I (n T)J/2 
( 1/1 '/1/1 (2.26) 

where TIm is the salt free mixture dielectric constant which can be calculated from: 

(2.27) 

Xw and Tlw are the salt free mole fraction and dielectric constant of water, respectively. 

The dielectric constants of dissolved non-electrolyte compounds have been neglected, 

relative to that of water. 

The two equations of state (PR and VPT EoS) used in vapour phase calculations have 

been employed here as well in the calculation of the fugacity coefficient from EoS in the 

saline water lich phase. 

2.7. CONCLUSIONS 

In a typical hydrate problem several phases are potentially present. In this chapter, the 

requirement for thermodynamic equilibrium and the models to determine fugacities in 

different phases have been explained. A single EoS has been used for fugacity 

calculations in all tluid phases, whereas the hydrate phases are described by the solid 

solution theory and ice is regarded as a suh-cooled liquid. The solid solution theory uses 

the Kihara potential for cxprl'ssing the guest-water molecular interaction. The 

optimisation of the Kihara parameters is detailed in Chaptcrs-:, and 4. 
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In modelling the water-rich phase, an electrostatic contribution term was added to the 

fugacity coefficient expressi(Ji1 to take into account the effect of salts. This approach uses 

one adjustable parameter known as the interaction coefficient, and is detailed in Chapter-

5. 

Three maIn contributions presented in this chapter are; the optimisation of water 

parameters in the two EoS, a new correlation for ice vapour pressure, and ice molar 

volume calculations. 

Generally water vapour pressure data from boiling point to critical point are used to 

optimise the water parameter in EoS. In this work, water vapour pressure data in the 

temperature range of 258.15 K to 374.15 K (-15 to 101°C) have heen used to optimise 

the water parameter in the EoS. The ahove approach has an important impact on the 

accuracy of calculation, particularly for the PR EoS. 

Ice vapour pressure data from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1988, 89) in 

the temperature range of 183.15 to 273.15 K (-90 to O°C) were employed in developing a 

more accurate correlation for ice vapour pressure calculations. The resulting correlation 

had a maximum error of less than O.25lfr. Finally, recent data on the density of ice 

(Hobbs, 1974) were used to develop a new con'elation for calculating ice molar volume. 

The above data are required in calculating the water fugacity in the ice phase. 
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, , Table-2.1. Hydrate unit cell characteriHic') of structures-/ II and H 

Structure It lIt H# 

Crystal system Cubic Cubic Hexagonal 

Lattice parameter, A 12 17.3 a=12.26, c=10.17 

H20/unit cell 46 136 34 

Total No. of 8 24 6 

cavities / unit cell 

Cavity type 5 12 51262 5 12 51264 512 435663 5 1268 

0 

Radius of cavity, A 3.95 4.3 3.91 4.73 3.91 4.06 5.71 

Coordination No. 20 24 20 28 20 20 36 

Cavities / unit cell 2 6 16 8 3 2 1 

t Avlonitis, (1992). 

# Mehta and Sloan, (1994b). 

~ bl 22Th a .e- .. 1 . fi / II dH ermo( Vl1al111C re erel1ce properties or structures- , , an 

Structure-I Structure- II Structure-H 

~J1~ (J.mol- 1) 1297# 937# 

~h~ (J.mol- 1)t 1389# 1025# 

.1vw (cm 3.mol- 1)tt 3.09 3.4§ 

t In the liquid water region subtract 6009.5 J.mol- 1 from ~h~I .. 

tt In the liquid water region add 1.601 cm3.mol- 1 to .1v
ll

• 

# Dhatmawardhana et al., (1980). 

§ Parrish and Prausnitz, (1972). 

° Mehta and Sloan, (1994b). 
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Figure-2.1 Cavities in gas hydrate structures. 

Figure-2.2 Unit cell (~fstructure-I gas hydrates. 



Figure-2.3 Unit cell qfstructure-ll gas hydrates. 

Figure-2.4 A \'inr (~fSf"lIcfllre-H gos hydJ"(lft's . 
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Figure-2.5 Experimental and predicted ice vapour pressure. 
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o Hobbs, (1974) 
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CHAPTER-3 

DETERMINATION OF THE KIHARA PARAMETERS 

3. 1. INTRODUCTION 

After Hammerschmidt's (1934) discovery that gas hydrates are responsible for blockage in 

natural gas pipelines, prediction of hydrate fOlmation pressure at a given temperature, or 

vice versa, became an important consideration in the design and operation of pipelines and 

processing facilities. 

The GPSA Engineering Data Book (1981) presents a series of charts for natural gas of 

varying specific gravities, which may be used for estimating the hydrate formation 

conditions. However, the classical method for hydrate predictions is based upon 

empirically determined vapour-solid equilibrium constants (Kvs values), as proposed by 

Katz (Katz and Lee, 1990, Campbell, 1976). The hydrate formation pressure or 

temperature is then calculated similarly to the conventional saturation pressure K value 

equilibria. In developing their distribution method, Katz and co-workers noticed that gas 

hydrates are likely to be solid solutions (Carson and Katz, 1942). After the determination 

of the hydrate crystal stlucture in the early 1950's, and the discovery of the fact that gas 

hydrates are non-stoichiomettic compounds, it emerged that gas hydrates are solutions of 

the hydrate formers in a metastable cage-structure formed by water molecules. van der 

Waals and Platteeuw (1959) used the statistical thelmodynamic method to derive the basic 

equations, as presented in Chapter-2, to correlate the chemical potential of water in the 

empty and the filled hydrate lattices. 



Determination q.tthe Kihara Parameters 
Most of the current numerical models for hydrate equilibtia, including this work, are based 

on the statistical thennodynamic theory of inclusion compounds as presented in Chapter-2. 

Recalling Equation-2.10: 

AI1~-H = 11~ - 11: = RT L 8/11 In( 1 + L e}m!}) (2.10) 
m J 

ejm is a constant, similar to the Langmuir's constant, taking into account the guest-host 

interaction in the cavity. Numetical values for e. can be calculated if a model for the gas
Jill 

water interaction in the hydrate cavity is chosen. As explained later in this chapter, the 

Kihara model has been used in this work. 

Considering the information in the open literature, all efforts in the optimisation of the 

potential parameters in the Kihara model are based on using either the second virial 

coefficient, hydrate dissociation pressure data, heat capacity data, or their combinations. 

The so-optimised parameters can predict simple hydrate dissociation pressures accurately, 

but are less accurate in predicting binary and multicomponent systems, particularly those 

containing heavy compounds. 

In this study, it was found that different combinations of the Kihara parameters are able to 

predict the dissociation pressures. In other words, depending on the number and type of 

data, the experimental error band, and the EoS used for fugacity calculations, different 

combinations of the parameters will minimise the objective function. Therefore, it is not 

strange that different researchers have reported different values for the parameters. 

These results lead us to believe that, most probably, by using the above mentioned sets of 

data, we do not assign proper contributions to different cavity types, and compositional 

data must be used in the optimisation, to specify the unique set of parameters for each gas. 
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In this chapter the Kihara parameters for the common hydrate formers. such as. methane. 

ethane, propane, isobutane. normal butane. carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide. and 

nitrogen are detelmined. The determination of the Kihara potential parameters for the so

called heavy hydrate formers (HHF), including those forming structure-H, is discussed in 

the next chapter. 

Experimental dissociation pressure and compositional data in the L 1-V -H and L 1-L2-V-H 

region, generated in this laboratory, in addition to dissociation pressure data in open 

literature, have been used in the optimisation of the Kihara parameter and the validation of 

the model. A complete set of experimental data, equipment, and test procedures are 

reported by R. W. Burgass, (1995). 

In this chapter after describing the Kihara model, two different methods have been used in 

the optimisation of its parameters. In the first method the aim is to find the Kihara 

parameters for xenon using the unique available data on cage occupancy and hydration 

number (Ripmeester et al., 1981 and Davidson et al., 1986a) for xenon gas hydrates, in 

addition to conventional dissociation pressure data. Then, use xenon as the key compound 

and determine the Kihara parameters for C 1, C2, and C3 from the dissociation pressure 

and unique compositional data of their binaries with xenon (Burgass, 1995). 

The second approach is based on the assumption that the Kihara parameters for those 

compounds which could be trapped in different hydrate structures could be found from the 

intersection of their ElK vs (J* plots for di fferent structures. In this approach, propane has 

been selected as the key compound for the reasons detailed later in this chapter. Finally. a 

method for future work in the optimisation of the Kihara parameters is suggested. 

3.2. KIHARA POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 

Excluding the reference stale parameters for gas hydrates, the main data required by the 

statistical thermodynamic model is the interaction energy hetween water and guest 
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molecules in the hydrate. For calculating the above interaction energy, a molecular 

potential function for the model is necessary. The simplest of which is a model based on 

the ideal gas law, which assumes the size of molecules to he equal to zero and there are no 

attractive or repulsive forces between the molecules. This model is known as the ideal gas 

. potential which has no adjustable parameter. Taking into account the non-zero size of 

molecules by considering the molecules to he like a billiard ball, the model will change to 

what is known as the hard-sphere model. This model has one adjustable parameter, a, the 

hard sphere radius. It neglects the attractive force and assumes that the repulsive force 

becomes infinitely large when two molecules touch. The potential function r( r) for this 

simplistic model is given by: 

r(r) = 0 r> 2a (3.1a) 

r(r) = 00 r =2a (3.lb) 

Lennard-Iones proposed another model for gas molecules in which each molecule is like a 

soft sphere. They represented the potential function using the following equation 

(Prausnitz, 1969) in which both the repulsive and attractive forces hetween molecules are 

taken into account: 

A B 
rtotol = rre/Iltls;v,' + r(/((roct;I"~ = -II --r rill 

(3.2) 

A, B, 11, and 111 are positive constants with 11>111. Equation<t2 gives the potential energy 

of two molecules as a function of their separation. Th~ above potential function passes 

through a minimum, roo at some distance r(}. In relation to 111 and 11, London (1937) 

showed that, according to the theory of dispersion, the value of 111 is equal to 6. Assuming 

£=-ro, and 11 = 12, and aft~r algehraic r~arrang~m~nt, the Lennard-Jones potential function 

becomes: 
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r(r) =4e[(0')12 _(O'l J (3.3) 
r r 

where r( r) is the potential energy of interaction between two molecules, E is the minimum 

potential energy, known as the depth of the energy well, and cr is the collision diameter, the 

distance where r =0. The above equation has two adjustahle parameters. namely. cr and E. 

van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959) assumed that the potential energy of a gas molecule is 

given by the spherically symmetrical potential proposed hy the ahove potential function. 

McKoy and Sinanoglu (1963) refined the van der Waals and Platteeuw method using the 

Kihara potential. They concluded that although the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential is 

satisfactory for the hydrates of the monatomic gases and CH4. for the rod-like molecules, 

the Kihara potential is more suitahle. 

According to the Kihara's model for spherically symmetric molecules, each molecule has 

an impenetrable (hard) core surrounded hy penetrable (soft) electron clouds. Kihara's 

potential function is identical to that of Lennard-Jones except that the intermolecular 

distance is taken not as that hetween molecular centres hut rather as the minimum distance 

between the surfaces of the molecules cores. Figure<t I shows the Kihara's molecular 

model and the appropliate potential function: 

r(r) = DO r =2a (3.4a) 

r>2a (3.4b) 

The Kihara model has three adjustahle parameters. namely. a . a . and £ • which are the 

hard core radius, collision diameter, and the depth of the potential well, respectively. 
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In the above two works (van der Waals and Platteeuw, 1959 and McKoy and Sinanoglu, 

1963), the potential parameters were determined from the second virial coefficient. Parrish 

and Prausnitz (1972) were the first to develop a computer algorithm for hydrate phase 

boundary calculations and to extend the statistical thermodynamic method to 

multicomponent systems. In their work, they also used the Kihara's potential with a 

spherical core with parClmeters estimated from second vilial coefficient data. 

Using Lennard-Jones potential function, Saito et al. (1964) were the first to use simple 

hydrate dissociation pressure data to optimise the potential parameters. Sloan (1990) who 

used the Kihara potential function, also noticed that the potential parameters from the 

second virial coefficient and viscosity data are not suitable for hydrate calculations. He 

used simple hydrate dissociation data to determine the Kihara parameters for seven simple 

hydrate formers. The approach of optimisation of the Potential parameters showed 

substantial improvement in predicting the hydrate dissociation pressure. 

As mentioned earlier, the Kihara potential function has three adjustable parameters, namely, 

a, a, and £, which are the hard core radius, collision diameter, and the depth of energy 

well, respectively. However, in this work the optimisation process is restricted to a and £, 

as the dissociation pressure was found to be not very sensitive (Holder and Hand, 1982) to 

the hard core radius, a. The hard core radii for the compounds in this chapter are fixed to 

the values calculated from the second virial coefficient (Avlonitis, 1992). Referring to 

Equations 2.11 to 2.13, for simplicity, a* (where a*=a-2u) and £/l( have been chosen as 

optimisation parameters, instead of a and £, respectively. 

3.3. XENON AS THE KEY COMPOUND 

As mentioned earlier, the hydrate phase equilibria calculations are very sensitive to the 

Kihara potential parameters, and the parameters calculated from the second vilial coefficient 

and/or viscosity data are not suitahll' for hydrate calculations (Sloan, 1990). This and the 
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fact that compositional data are more sensitive to the Kihara parameters, convinced us to try 

the use of compositional data for the optimisation of the Kihara parameters. 

Current techniques are not very efficient in finding the distribution of guest molecules 

between cavities for simple gas hydrates of hydrocarbon gases. Whereas, by using the 

binary systems, comprised of two hydrate formers, the amount and composition of 

different phases can be measured. In fact, a compositional test in the L 1-V -H region for a 

binary gas mixture can provide the ratio of the two gases in the hydrate and vapour phases, 

in addition to the amount of the three phases, which could be used in the optimisation of the 

Kihara parameters. However, in using the dissociation pressure and compositional data of 

binary systems for optimisation purposes, it is necessary to know the Kihara parameters of 

one of the components, which could be called the key compound. 

Xenon was chosen as the key compound for the compositional work for both practical and 

theoretical reasons. From a practical view point, the Xe/Hydrocarbon hydrates are heavier 

than water and will lie at the base of the water phase. This allows free water (not converted 

to hydrate) to be sampled and analysed. The change in the concentration of a tracer in 

water (Burgass, 1995) will indicate the amount of water bonded into the hydrate. From a 

theoretical view point, the key compound should be the one with enough available 

information to detelmine its parameters accurately. Ripmeester and Davidson (1981) and 

later, Davidson et af. (l986a) carried out a comprehensive study using NMR and 

calorimetry to obtain the cage occupancy ratio, R , and hydration number, 11, of xenon 

hydrates. Knowing the conect values of the Kihara parameters for Xe, it might be possible 

to find the parameters of C 1, C2, and C3 from experimental dissociation pressure data of 

their binaries with Xe. The compositional data could he used alongside dissociation data or 

for final adjustment of the parameters. 

The initial plan was that, after finding the correct and unique parameters for C 1, C2. and 

C3. proceed and optimise the parameters for other hydrate forming compounds in oil/gas 
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systems. For this purpose, a plethora of available data in the open literature could be 

employed. 

The following procedure has been employed for optimisation of the Kihara parameters 

using dissociation pressure data of pure and binary systems: 

1. For each system, several experimental dissociation pressure data, P exp, in the L 1-V-H 

region, particularly in the temperature range of 0-25 °C, were selected. 

2. The hard sphere radius, (X, was fixed to the val ue obtained by the second virial 

coefficient (Avlonitis, 1992). 

3. Using an initial guess for Ell( and cr*, the hydrate dissociation pressure, P cal, was 

calculated at each expelimental temperature. 

* " 4. cr was changed in 0.01 A steps and, at each step the energy parameter, Ell( was 

adjusted so as to minimise the following objective function: 

N p 

FOB = LABS (( pca! - P"XII ) IP(');II) IN p (3.5) 

where pca! and P"X!I are the calculated and experimental dissociation pressures, 

respectively. The former is calculated using the equations given in Chapter-2 and the 

latter is measured experimentally. In order to be able to compare the deviations in 

different sources of data the objective function is divided to the number of data points, 

N p. In the process of optimisation, Ell( was changed stepwise (~E/l(), and the 

objective function was calculated and compared with the previous one. If the objective 

function was higher, the value of the step (~E/K), were h'llved. When ~E/l«10-6 the 

Ell( and objective function (FOB) were recorded, before changing cr*. 

The above method gives the value of r/K as a function of a*. with a value of the FOB for 

each pair of the Kihara parameters. When using thl' compositional data, the method is 

essentially the same, except that; instead of dissociation pressure, the mole fraction of 
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components in vapour and hydrate phases, and the phase mole fraction of hydrate and 

vapour are calculated. Obviously the objective function is changed accordingly. 

Knowing the n (hydration number) and R (cage occupancy ratio) for Xe, the parameters for 

this gas are detennined first, using the method explained above. 

Xenon 

Xenon forms structure-I simple gas hydrates. Dissociation points of the xenon hydrate in 

the three phase L 1-V -H region are reported by Ewing and Ionescu (1974). Figures-3.2 

and 3.3 show the optimised ElK and the FOB vs 0* plots obtained using the above 

mentioned expelimental data. Figure-3.3 shows that 0* is unlikely be higher than 3.40 A, 

as the objective function (FOB) increases sharply for higher values of 0*. A value of 

0*=3.292 A and the cOlTesponding ElK minimise the objective function, but different sets 

of parameters below 0*=3.37 A also give an acceptable fit to the expelimental data. 

The values of the hydration number and the occupancy ratio of xenon hydrates at 273.15 K 

have been reported by Davidson et a/. (1986a) as 6.286±<U)3 and 0.73+0.02, respectively. 

The Kihara parameters of xenon were optimised to match the above experimental hydration 

number and cage occupancy ratio. The results are shown in Figure-3.4. According to this 

plot, the intersection is at 0*=3.292 A (E/K= 192.0 K) which can match both sets of data. 

This value is also in good agreement with the value obtained by the minimisation of the 

objective function for dissociation pressure data. 

Methane 

Three sets of data in the L 1-V -H region, all forming structure-I, have been used in the 

optimisation of the Kihara parameters for methane. They are~ dissociation pressure data of 

methane simple gas hydrates, and its hinaries with Xe, as well as C l/Xe compositional 

data. Figures-3.5 and 3.6 show the optimised ElK vs 0* and the FOB vs 0* plots for the 

three sets of data, respectively. The ElK VS 0* pIOL~ are almost parallel and do not have any 
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intersection, and the FOB vs cr* plots show minima at different points, so it is not possible 

to fmd a unique set of parameters for methane. However, Figure-3.5 shows that the tlK vs 

cr* plots are approaching each other for 3.2 A<cr* <3.4 A., where the FOB vs cr* plots are 

also close to their minimum. This could be an indication of an intersection, if there is any. 

As the possible intersection is on both curves, the set of parameters will fit both sets of 

data. The compromise would be the point where the curves are as close as possible. In 

order to find out the above point, the flE/K vs cr* plot for pure and binary dissociation 

pressures data is depicted in Figure-3. 7. The cr*=3.33 A, which minimises the value of 

t!E/l( and the corresponding ElK form pure plot were selected as the optimised pairs of 

parameters for Cl. This will give a perfect match with methane simple gas hydrates and 

the best possible fit with C l/Xe binaties. 

Ethane 

The same procedure, i.e. using the three sets of data, was implemented for C2. The 

resulting plots are shown in Figures-3.8 and 3.9. The three plots are almost parallel to 

each other and it is not possible to specify the correct set of parameters. The FOB vs cr* 

plots are not very helpful either. In fact, the optimised cr* could have any value from 3.1 A 

to 3.5 A. Using any set of parameters in the above range, the prediction for dissociation 

pressures are good, but they are not accurate for compositional data. If the corresponding 

Ell( is chosen from the plot of the C2/Xe binary, the predictions for the binary will be 

acceptable but the dissociation pressure prediction of pure C2 will be in error. Finally, if 

an average value is selected, all predictions will have some error. 

The almost parallel plots in this case showed that this method is not suitable for ethane, 

because the optimum cr* could be anywhere in the acceptahle enor band of C2 simple gas 

hydrates. Different weights were assigned to different sets of data, without any significant 

improvement. 
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Propane 

For propane, the procedure was similar to C 1 and C2, with the exception that only 

dissociation pressure data for propane and its binaries with Xe were used in the 

optimisation of the Kihara data. In this case, the difference between the two £/l( vs 0* 

plots was significant, and it was not possible to find optimised pairs using the two 

compositional data. The resulting £/l( and the FOB vs 0* plots are depicted in Figures-

3.10 and 3.11. Again, the two £/l( vs 0* plots are parallel and the FOB vs 0* plot is not 

helpful either. The large difference between the two curves, means that if a particular value 

of £/l( is selected from the plot of one set of data, the error in predicting the results for the 

other set of data will be significant. 

Later, the accuracy of the experimental data was taken into account and different weights 

were assigned to different elements of the compositional and dissociation data, without any 

significant improvement 

Discussion 

After determining the Kihara parameters for xenon, using its simple hydrate dissociation 

pressure data and cage occupancy and hydration number, xenon was used as the key 

compound to detelmine the Kihara parameters for other compounds. The approach was 

partially successful in determining the Kihara parameters for methane, but it failed for 

ethane and propane. 

Xenon forms structure-I simple gas hydrates and it is small enough to reside in both 

cavities of structure-I and II. It is known that C 1 and C2 form structure-I simple gas 

hydrates, similar to their binalies with Xe. However, C3 and C'},1Xe fOITI1 structure-II gas 

hydrates, as C3 can only reside in the large cavities of structure-II. It was also noticed that 

the different plots of £/K \'s 0* for simple and binary gas hydrates are more or less parallel 

to each other. It Sl'ems that the flK \'s 0* plot of each gas is a function of hydrate structure, 

and it is not possible to specify the cOlTect set of potential parameters. This rules out using 
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xenon as a key compound since it does not cause any change in hydrate structure in the 

above cases. 

Based on the above results it was decided to carry out optimisation with another key 

compound that will cause change in hydrate structure. 

3.4. PROPANE AS THE KEY COMPOUND 

As mentioned earlier, the aim is to optimise the Kihara parameters for methane, ethane, 

propane, i-butane, hydrogen sulphide, n-butane, and carbon dioxide (the heavy hydrate 

formers, including those forming structure-H are discussed in Chapter-4). These 

compounds can be classified into three groups: 

Group-one, those that can reside in two types of cavities and form sttuctures-I and II as 

pure or in a mixture with other components, i.e., methane, hydrogen sulphide, 

nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. 

Group-two, ethane, which can reside in the large cavities only and form structures-I and II. 

Group-three, those that can reside only in large cavities and form structure-II as pure or in 

mixture with other gases, i.e. propane, i-butane, and n-butane, where the latter cannot 

form a simple hydrate. 

In the optimisation of the Kihara parameters, the objective is to improve the predictions for 

multicomponent systems while keeping the accuracy for pure compounds. This is mainly 

because the expel;mental data on pure compounds are supposed to be more accurate and the 

behaviour of these systems are in a better agreement with the assumptions used for the 

development of the theory, as proposed by van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959). 

The main source of experimental data points are those collected by Sloan (1990). The 

method used in optimising the Kihara parameters for the first and second groups can be 

summarised as follows: 
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1. See steps 1-4 as described in sectio'1 3.3. this gives the value of 't/K and the FOB 

(objective function) as a function of a*. 

2. The 't/K vs a* curve for the pure system (which is structure-I with the exception of 

nitrogen) is plotted as well as the FOB vs a* plot. which could show the range of 

acceptable pairs of parameters. 

3. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for the same compound in another hydrate structure (which is 

structure-II with the exception of nitrogen) using binary or ternary dissociation pressure 

data. The FOB vs a* plot will again give an indication of the error. 

4. The intersection of the two 't/K vs a* plots determines the optimised set of the Kihara 

parameters. 

To find the 't/K vs a* plot in structure-II for those compounds that form simple gas 

hydrates of structure-I, binary data of structure-II should be employed. Three compounds 

fOffi1 structure-II hydrates with the gases in group one. They are propane. i-butane. and n-

butane. Since the accuracy on pure gas hydrates is regarded as a prerequisite in this work, 

the parameters of all compounds must be selected from the ElK vs a* plot of pure gas. 

Therefore. n-butane is rejected. simply because it cannot form a simple gas hydrate. 

Propane was preferred to i-butane for the following reasons: 

1. As a simple hydrate, it covers a wider range of temperature in the L 1-V -H region. 

2. It is in a better agreement with the simplified assumptions of the original theory, 

compared to i-butane. 

3. Its binary and ternary data are more available in the L 1-V -H region. 

4. Dissociation pressure and compositional data for C?,IXe binary have been generated in 

this laboratory (Burgass. 1995). Regarding the unique data on hydration number and 

cavity occupancy of Xe. it might he possihle to specify the correct set of the Kihara 

parameters for C3. 
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6. Holder and Hand (1982) have reported that C2/C3 binary form both structures, 

depending on the concentration and temperature. It may be possible to find the correct 

set of parameters for C3 by tlial and enor calculations. 

7. As explained later, the FOB vs cr* plot for i-C4 simple gas hydrates does not show any 

mInImum. 

Propane 

Propane is known to form structure-II simple gas hydrates and does not need any help gas. 

To reduce the computation time, only 13 dissociation points in the L 1-V -H region of pure 

propane were selected. The 't/K vs cr* and the FOB vs cr* plots are shown in Figures-3.12 

and 3.13. Note that although the objective function is minimum at cr*=3.49 A, there is no 

sharp increase in the FOB vs cr* plot of pure propane. Therefore, there is no apparent 

upper limit in the cr* of propane, and the conect cr* might be in either side of the minimum 

FOB (depending on the errors associated with the experimental data). Furthermore, it was 

noticed that the value of cr* for a minimum FOB vades if some of the experimental data are 

rejected, whereas the 't/K vs cr* plot does not change significantly. This indicates that 

errors in the expelimental data cannot change the 't/K vs a* plot, and the value of cr* that 

minimises the FOB is not necessarily the optimised set of parameters. Two values of cr* 

for propane are chosen (3.42 A and 3.49 A) to see their effect on the Kihara parameters of 

other com pounds. 

Methane 

Methane forms structure-I simple gas hydrates. A total of 13 expelimental dissociation 

points in the L 1-V -H region of methane (273.IS-30S.0 K) were used in the optimisation of 

the Kihara parameters of methane in structure-I. The 't/K and the FOB vs cr* plots of pure 

methane in structure- I are shown in Figures-3.14 and 3.15. 

For drawing the 't/K vs cr* of methane in structure- I I. propane was used as the key 

compound. The two values for cr* of propane (3.42 A and 3.49 A) and the cOlTesponding 
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energy parameters were employed in optimising the Kihara parameters for methane. 

Different sets of dissociation pressure data of C l/C3 were used (to reduce the effect of 

error in the expelimental data) and the results are shown in the above figures. 

The intersection between the two plots (detennining the Kihara parameters for methane), 

using the first set of parameters for propane is at 0'*=3.2512 A, and this point does not 

change significantly with the other set of parameters. Figure-3.15 shows that the objective 

functions for pure eland C l/C3 binary show the minimum at 3.29 A and 3.35 A, 

respectively. This proves that relying on the objective function as the only measure in 

determining the optimised set of Kihara parameters could be misleading. In addition, 

Figure-3.l5 shows that the FOB at 0'*=3.2512 A is also acceptable (this might be the only 

use of the FOB vs 0'* plot in this approach). 

For the rest of this work, the Kihara parameters for propane are fixed with 0'*=3.49 A and 

the corresponding value of E/K= 189.27 K. These values minimise the objective function 

for C3 simple gas hydrate dissociation pressure data (as shown in Figure-3.13) and also it 

seems that a small change in the Kihara parameters of the key compound does not have any 

significant effect. 

Carbon Dioxide 

This gas forms structure-I simple gas hydrates. A total of 6 dissociation pressure data 

points in the L 1-V -H region of pure C02 were used in the optimisation of the Kihara 

parameters in structure-I. Thc resulting ElK and the FOB vs 0'* plots are shown in Figures-

3.16 and 3.17. The lattcr figure shows that the best fit for pure data is achieved at 0'*=2.95 

A, and the en"or in the objective function increases sharply for 0'* higher than 2.98 A. 

For drawing the r/K vs 0'* plot of this gas in structure- I L a set data consisting of 18 

dissociation points in the L 1-V -H region of C02/C3 binary were employed. This plot is 
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also shown in Figure-3.16. The intersection of the plots is at cr*=2.904 A. (e/K=171.97 K) 

which also gives an acceptable en·or in the objective function, as presented in Figure-3.17. 

Hydrogen Sulphide 

Only 6 dissociation pressure data points from the LI-V-H region ofH2S simple hydrates 

were used for the optimisation of the Kihara parameters in structure-I. The resulting elK 

and the FOB vs cr* plots are depicted in Figures-3.18 and 3.19. The minimum FOB for 

the above set of data occurs at cr*=2.94 A, and cr*=3.00 A could be regarded as the upper 

limit for cr*. Similar to other group one compounds, starting from low values of cr*, the 

FOB changes gradually, passing through a minimum, and lising sharply at the upper limit. 

As shown in Figure-3.19, different combinations of the parameters below cr*=3.0 A. can 

give an acceptable fit to the expelimental data of H2S simple gas hydrates. 

Due to the lack of hydrates dissociation pressure data for H2S/C3 binary, a ternary system 

has been used in this case. A set of 13 dissociation pressure data points for a mixture of 

C l/C3/H2S in the L 1-V -H region has been employed to optimise the Kihara parameters of 

H2S in structure-II. The resulting elK vs cr* plot is shown in the above figures. The 

intersection of the two plots is at a*=2.877 A and the corresponding value for elK is 

210.58 K. 

Xenon 

Although xenon is not a hydrocarbon gas. an attempt was made to examine the above 

approach in the optimisation of the Kihara parameters for it. All the available dissociation 

pressure data of Xe in the L 1-V -H region were used in drawing the elK vs cr* plot for 

structure-I, which is shown in Figure-3.20. The Kihara parameters were also optimised 

according to expetimental data of 11 (hydration numher) and R (cage occupancy ratio). as it 

is depicted in the same figure. 
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The C3/Xe binary dissociation pressure data (Burgass, 1995), were employed for finding 

the Ell( vs cr* plot of Xe in structure-II. The results are also presented in the above figure. 

The intersection of the two plots is outside the range specified by 11 (hydration number) and 

R (cage occupancy ratio). 

Accordingly, two sets of parameters could be determined for Xe. For the first set, 0* is 

equal to 3.286 A (E/l(=192.26 K), satisfying the experimental values of 11 and R. For the 

second set, 0* is determined from the intersection of the ElK vs 0* plots for the two hydrate 

structures, which is at 0*=~.2624 A (E/K=19~.~5 K). The fOlmer predicts nand R to be 

6.256 and 0.75, respectively at 273.15 K, whereas the latter predicts n=6.168 and 

R=0.809 at the same temperature. Although the deviations in the nand R are not 

significant, the latter value of R is closer to the cage occupancy ratio of 0.77±O.02 reported 

by Ripmeester and Davidson in 1981. 

Nitrogen 

Davidson et 01. (1986b, 1987) using low-temperature (100 K) X-ray diffraction, found that 

nitrogen preferentially forms hydrates of structure-II. This is simply because of its affinity 

for the small cavities which make up two thirds of structure-II cages but only one quarter of 

the cages of structure-I. In addition, the small cavities in structure-II are smaller than those 

in structure-I, as shown in Table-2.2. 

In order to implement the above method in determining the Kihara parameters, that is, the 

intersection of Ell( vs cr* plots in two different hydrate structures, only gas hydrate 

dissociation data in structure-I is required for. It is known that N2/C 1 binary forms 

structure-I gas hydrates. Figure-3.21 shows the two ElK vs 0'* plots with the intersection 

at 0*=3.269 A (£/l(= 134.08 K), without any need to use propane as the key compound. 

However, the above parameters, do not give good results for nitrogen simple hydrates at 

pressures ahove SO MPa, as presented in Figure-3.22. 
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Figure-3.23 shows the elK vs a* plots for three different sets of data, i.e., dissociation 

pressure data for N2/C3 (structure-II), N2/C I (structure-I), and N2 pure (structure-II?). 

Although the elK vs a* plots are found to be sensitive to the accuracy of the experimental 

data, the three plots intersect at almost one point. However, we wpre not expecting any 

intersection between the two structure-II plots, that is, the elK vs a* plots for pure nitrogen 

and N2fC3 binary. We are almost sure about the hydrate structures for N2fC I and N2fC3. 

Is nitrogen fOlming another structure? 

The effect of incorrect assumption for hydrate structure on the £/K vs 0-* plot was also 

investigated in this work. For this purpose, the same sets of dissociation pressure data for 

nitrogen simple gas hydrates (but assuming structure-I hydrates) were used for optimising 

the Kihara parameters. Figure-3.24 shows that by assuming structure-I for nitrogen simple 

gas hydrates, the elK vs a* plot is parallel to N2/C 1 structure-I plot, which is in agreement 

with our previous observation. This is another indication that N2 may form structure-I 

simple gas hydrates. 

The results of assuming structure-II (incorrect structure) for N2/C I binary are presented in 

Figure-3.25, The £/K vs a* plot is not parallel (based on the earlier experience with Xe as 

the Key compound) to the one for N2/C3 hinary, which shows that the assumed Sliucture

II for N2/C 1 binary is incolTect. This implies that, assigning structure-II for N2 simple gas 

hydrates could be equally incorrect. Furthermore, the above observation indicates that, the 

incolTect assumption in hydrate structure cannot result in a correct trend in the £/K vs 0-* 

plot. 

Davidson ef al. (1986b, 1987) conducted their expeliments at 100 K, concluding that N2 

forms structure-II simple gas hydrates. The ahove ohservations imply that nitrogen may 

fOlm structure-I ga~ hydrates at higher temperatures. This means that nitrogen may change 

hydrate structure with temperature, which could he the case with some other compounds 

studied by the above authors. 
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Assuming sttucture-I for nitrogen simple gas hydrates, the intersection of the £IK vs cr* plot 

with that of N2/C3 (structure-II) hydrates determines the optimised set of the Kihara 

parameters for nitrogen. Figure-3.26 shows the above intersection to be at cr*=3.2171 A 

with the corresponding £/K= 128.39 K. The experimental and predicted hydrate 

dissociation conditions for nitrogen simple gas hydrates in (assuming structure-I) are 

presented in Figure-3.27. The results are in good agreement with the experimental data, 

even at high pressures. 

Ethane 

Ethane is in group-two since it can enter the large cavities of structure-I as simple gas 

hydrates. A total of 9 dissociation pressure data points in the whole range of the L 1-V-H 

region of ethane simple gas hydrates were used to obtain the £/K and the FOB vs cr* plots 

in structure-I, as is shown in Figures-3.28 and 3.29. Figure-3.29 shows that for ethane 

simple gas hydrates dissociation pressure data, the objective function reaches a minimum at 

cr*=3.32 A. Unlike the group-l hydrate formers, the FOB vs cr* plot does not show any 

sharp increase to show the upper limit for cr*· Therefore, the correct cr* might be on either 

side of the minimum. 

Different sets of C2/C3 binary dissociation pressure data were employed for drawing the 

£/K and the FOB vs cr* plots of C2 in structure-II, as shown in the above figures. The 

FOB vs cr* does not show any minimum to specify the optimised set of parameters. 

However, as shown in Figure-3.28 the two plots have an intersection at (j*=3.4315 A 

(£/K= 183.32 K) which could be accepted as the optimised set of parameters. 

i-Butane 

Iso-butane can only reside in the large cavities of structure-II gas hydrates, so it does not 

form structure-I gas hydrates. Therefore, the method descrihed previously in this chapter 

cannot be use for detennining iL~ potential parameters. Here, the conventional minimisation 

of the objective function is used for the optimisation of the Kihara parameters for this 
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compound. Different sets of dissociation pressure data of i-C4 as simple hydrate in the Ll

V-H and 1-V-H regions are used for optimisation of the Kihara parameters. The flK and 

the FOB vs (J* plots are shown in Figures<t30 and 3.31. The FOB vs (J* plot in the Ll

V-H region does not show any minimum which may be due to small temperature span 

(about 2°C). The FOB vs (J* plot in the I-V -H region shows that, in the tested interval. 

increasing (J* will reduce the error. A value of (J*=3.60 A. and the con·esponding value of 

£/1(:=209.58 K from the plot in the L 1-V -H region were selected as the optimised set of the 

Kihara potential parameters. 

n-Butane 

This component does not form simple gas hydrate, however, it can form structure-II gas 

hydrates with a help gas. Therefore. it is not possible to plot the ElK vs (J* for pure n-C4. 

The Kihara parameters of this compound were optimised using its binaries with C 1, C3, 

and i-C4. 

All the potential parameters for gas-water interactions ohtained in the course of this study 

are listed in Table-3.1. 

3.5. CONCLUSIONS 

Two approaches have been used in this study for optimising the Kihara parameters from 

gas hydrate data. In the first approach, hydrate dissociation pressure and compositional 

data for xenon were employed for the optimisation of the Kihara parameters for this gas. 

Using xenon as a key compound, dissociation pressures and compositional data of 

Xe/Hydrocarbon were used to specify the Kihara parameters of C 1, C2, and C3· Although 

the first approach was not very successful in determining the Kihara parameters, it 

confilmed that, for each compound, there are many combinations of the Kihara parameters 

that can match the experimental data. More importantly. it showed that the ElK vs (J* plot 

for each guest molecule is a function of hydrate structure. This is an important observation 

and could he used as a means of confirmation of a hydrate structure. 
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The second approach is based on the above idea, i.e. the shape of the ElK vs cr* plot is a 

function of hydrate structure. In this approach, the compounds were divided into different 

groups. For those compounds that can form different structures the optimised set of 

parameters were detelmined by finding the intersection hetween the ElK vs cr* plots for two 

structures. Propane was employed as the key compound in this method. For optimising 

the Kihara parameters for those compounds which can form only one structure, the 

conventional method of minimising the ohjective function was employed. In both cases a 

large number of dissociation pressure data were used to reduce the effect of experimental 

error on the results. Only pure and hinary dissociation pressure data are necessary for 

optimisation. The objective function used in this study is ahle to specify the range of 

acceptable pairs. The resulting Kihara parameters are validated against a large numher of 

dissociation pressure and compositional expetimental data for synthetic and real systems in 

Chapter-6. 

In the optimisation of the Kihara parameters, the ahove method showed that nitrogen is 

likely to form structure- I simple gas hydrates in the L 1-V -H region and in the temperature 

range of this study (270-294 K). On the other hand, Davidson ef (II. (1986b, 1987) 

reported that nitrogen fonns structure-II gas hydrates (using X-ray diffraction at 100 K). It 

is thought that nitrogen gas hydrates change structure at higher temperatures. This needs 

further investigation. 

The approach presented in this chapter can he further improved hy using compounds that 

change structure in finding the Kihara parameters for the common hydrate formers. One 

interesting option is the use of cyclopropane, as its hydrate structure changes from I to II as 

a function of temperature. Based on the results of this work, it must be possible to 

optimise the Kihara parameters for cyclopropane by using the diss()ciation pressure data for 

the two hydrate structureS. The next logiL'al step would he to use the hydrate dissociation 

pressure data for cyclopropane hinaries to find the Kihara parameters for other compounds. 

There are some other hydrate formers thal L'hange struL'lure with temperature. These 
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compounds could be used for further improvement of the above method, as detailed in 

Chapter-7. 

The subject of optimisation cannot be considered closed and more experimental and 

theoretical work should be canied out. The work for those compounds that can form only 

structure-II is not complete, and the Kihara parameters for other potential hydrate forming 

hydrocarbons must be optimised. In the next chapter, the optimisation of the Kihara 

parameters for some new hydrate fonners forming structure-II and H is detailed. 

****************************************** 

~ hI 3 1 K"h " I t t a e- .. 1 ara potel1t[(J parameters or gas-'rwlfer 117 erac lOI1S. 

Component a, A cr*, A £/K, K 

Methane 0.2950 3.2512 153.69 

Ethane 0.4880 3.4315 183.32 

Propane 0.7300 3.4900 189.27 

i-Butane 0.7980 3.6000 209.58 

n-Butane 1.0290 3.4000 210.58 

Xenon, Set-l 0.3270 3.2860 192.26 

Set-2 0.3270 3.2624 193.35 

Hydrogen Sulphide 0.7178 2.8770 210.58 

Carbon Dioxide 0.7530 2.9040 171.97 

Nitrogen, sl 0.3350 3.2171 128.39 

sII 0.3350 3.2690 134.08 

cr=cr*+2a 
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CHAPTER-4 

MODELLING THE HEA VY HYDRATE FORMERS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The current industrial practice in avoiding hydrate problems is to operate in conditions 

outside the hydrate phase boundary. This approach can be made more cost effective and 

efficient by determining the hydrate phase boundary more reliably. Experimental 

determination of the hydrate phase boundary in different production scenarios could be 

very expensive, so the industrial trend is in favour of improving the predictive methods. 

As mentioned previously, the most advanced predictive methods are based on the 

statistical thermodynamic approach as developed by van der Waals and Platteeuw in 

1959. This approach, combined with a phase behaviour model is able to predict the 

hydrate phase boundary in different production scenarios and feed compositions. The 

main requirements are the optimisation of the binary interaction parameters (BIP) for the 

phase behaviour model and the Kihara parameters for the hydrate model. 

Until recently in the oil and gas industry, n-butane has been regarded as the heaviest 

hydrate fonning compound, and anything heavier than it was thought to be a non-hydrate 

former. Although this approach could be adequate for gaseous mixtures, it is not so for 

all oil and gas condensate systems which contain significant amounts of 

intermediate/heavy hydrocarhon compounds heavier than n-hutane. Some of these 

compounds have an effecti ve van der \Vaals' diamell'r which theoreticall y should allow 

them to enter the large cavitiL'S of structure-II gas hydralL's. Furthermore, Ripmeester et 
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al. (1987, 1991) have suggested the presence of a third structure, called H, with cavities 

larger than those of structures-I and II. This would allow the formation of hydrates by 

even larger molecules in the presence of a help gas. 

Whilst available models can accurately predict the hydrate equilibria for synthetic and 

simple mixtures, they are generally optimistic, i.e. under predicting the hydrate zone, for 

oil and rich gas-condensate (Avlonitis et al., 1989). This could be attributed to the 

presence of heavy hydrate forming compounds in the fluids. These compounds are 

commonly regarded as non-hydrate formers, so inhibiting hydrate formation. By taking 

into account the heavy hydrate formers, more reliable prediction of the hydrate phase 

boundary (particularly for oil and gas-condensate) is expected. 

In this chapter, the phase equilibria modelling and optimisation of the Kihara parameters 

for some of the Heavy Hydrate Formers (HHF), including, benzene, cyclohexane, and 

methylcyclohexane are explained. According to Ripmeester et al. (1991), the first two 

compounds fOlm structure-II gas hydrates, whereas the latter fonTIs the newly discovered 

structure-H gas hydrates. All the above compounds are reported to need help gas to fill 

and stabilise the smaller cavities. Two different help gases, methane and nitrogen, were 

used in conducting the experiments (B urgass, 1995). Methane was chosen for several 

reasons; it is present in large concentrations in reservoir tluids, it can fill all cavities in 

hydrate structures, and finally the presence of the heavy hydrate formers necessitates a 

change in the hydrate structure from I to II, or H for methane. Nitrogen is also able to fill 

all cavities, but there is no change in hydrate structure for its binary with the first three 

compounds (providing that Oa vidson t'f al., 1986b, 1987, are correct in assigning 

structure-II for nitrogen simple gas hydrates). Finally, its binary with the heavy hydrate 

formers provides hydrate dissociation data at high pressures, allowing the evaluation of 

the model at the conditions relevant to pipeline conditions. 
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al. (1987, 1991) have suggested the presence of a third structure, called H, with cavities 

larger than those of structures-I and II. This would allow the formation of hydrates by 

even larger molecules in the presence of a help gas. 

Whilst available models can accurately predict the hydrate equilibria for synthetic and 

simple mixtures, they are generally optimistic, i.e. under predicting the hydrate zone, for 

oil and rich gas-condensate (Avlonitis et al., 1989). This could be attributed to the 

presence of heavy hydrate forming compounds in the tluids. These compounds are 

commonly regarded as non-hydrate formers, so inhibiting hydrate formation. By taking 

into account the heavy hydrate formers, more reliable prediction of the hydrate phase 

boundary (particularly for oil and gas-condensate) is expected. 

In this chapter, the phase equilibria modelling and optimisation of the Kihara parameters 

for some of the Heavy Hydrate Formers (HHF), including, benzene, cyclohexane, and 

methylcyclohexane are explained. According to Ripmeester ef al. (1991), the first two 

compounds fOlm structure-II gas hydrates, whereas the latter fonTIs the newly discovered 

structure-H gas hydrates. All the above compounds are reported to need help gas to fill 

and stabilise the smaller cavities. Two different help gases, methane and nitrogen, were 

used in conducting the experiments (Burgass, 1995). Methane was chosen for several 

reasons; it is present in large concentrations in reservoir tluids, it can fill all cavities in 

hydrate structures, and finally the presence of the heavy hydrate formers necessitates a 

change in the hydrate structure from I to II. or H for methane. Nitrogen is also able to fill 

all cavities, hut there is no change in hydrate structure for its binary with the first three 

compounds (providing that Davidson ef al .. 1986b, 1987, are correct in assigning 

structure-II for nitrogen simple gas hydrates). Finally. its binary with the heavy hydrate 

formers provides hydrate dissociation data at high pressures. allowing the evaluation of 

the model at the conditions relevant to pipeline conditions. 
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Three sets of experimental data have been generated for each heavy hydrate former. They 

are CI/HHF, N2/HHF, and CI/N2/HHF. Generally, the first set of data, i.e. the 

dissociation pressure data for the C I/HHF binalies, have been used in the optimisation of 

the Kihara potential parameters (Kihara, 1953). The other two sets of experimental data, 

i.e. the N2/HHF binaries, and the C I/N2/HHF ternaries, have been used in the validation 

of the model. The experimental data, equipment set-up, and test procedures are presented 

by Burgass (1995). 

It is worth mentioning that, in all binaries (C I/HHF and N2/HHF), the system is 

comprised of three components (methane or nitrogen, new hydrate fonner, a!1d water) and 

four phases (water, liquid hydrocarbon, vapour, and gas hydrates). According to the 

Gibbs phase rule there is only one degree of freedom for the above systems, and 

therefore, the equilibrium conditions at a given temperature do not depend on the mixture 

composition. 

The fugacity of the heavy hydrate former compounds in fluid phases were calculated 

using an EoS. Published data on the phase equilibria of the heavy hydrate formers and 

the mutual solubilities with water have been used in finding the BIP, for the VPT 

(Valderrama, 1990) EoS with the non-density dependent (NOD) mixing rules (Avlonitis 

et ai., 1994). As mentioned before, the Kihara parameter optimisation has been limited to 

cr, the collision diameter, and E, the depth of the energy well. Again, for simplicity, cr* 

(cr*=cr-2a) and ElK have been chosen as optimisation parameters, instead of (J and E, 

respectively. The hard core radius, ex, which does not play an important role in the 

optimisation process (Holder and Hand, 19R2) has been found using the correlations 

given by Tee et al. (1966). For determining the optimised set of parameters, the 

conventional minimisation of the ohjective function has been used. The optimisation 

procedure and the objecti Vl' function are discLlssed in Chapter<t 
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4.2. STRUCTURE-II HEA VY HYDRATE FORMERS 

Structure-II gas hydrates were discovered in the early 1950's (von Stackelberg and 

Milller, 1954). However, until recently, the general belief in the oil/gas industries was 

that n-butane is the heaviest hydrocarbon, capable of forming structure-II gas hydrates in 

the presence of a help gas. All computer programmes or other predictive methods 

consider any compound heavier that n-butane as a non-hydrate former (Sloan, 1990), 

which consequently inhibits hydrate formation. In fact, the compositional analysis did 

not go any further than n-butane for hydrate calculations. Ripmeester et al., (1987, 1991) 

suggested that benzene and cyclohexane are potential structure-II gas hydrate fOlmers, but 

this had not been verified by expeIimental evidence. 

4.2.1. Benzene 

Critical properties and the acentric factor (Table-4.1) are required to model each 

compound using the VPT EoS. The model predicts a normal boiling point of 353.18 K 

against the experimental value of 353.2 K for benzene. 

Benzene-water equilibria 

The solubility of benzene in water has been extensively investigated. Tsonopoulos and 

Wilson, (1983) reviewed the available data on the mutual solubilities of several 

hydrocarbons, including benzene at the three-phase (water-liquid hydrocarbon-vapour) 

equilibrium pressures. They showed that the liquid mutual solubilities are only weakly 

pressure-dependent, and therefore, solubilities at pressures greater than the three-phase 

equilibrium pressures are not drastically different from those at the equilibrium pressures. 

However, it is important for the system pressures not to be below the three-phase 

equilibrium pressures, because then the second liquid phase would disappear. After 

analysing a wide range of experimental data, the above authors presented the following 

correlation for the three-phase equilihrium pressure of benzene and water: 

InP, = lU0774 -4241.2c)/T 
.1 

(-+.1 ) 
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where P3 is the three-phase equilibrium pressure in MPa and T is the temperature in K. 

They presented the following equation for calculating the solubility of benzene in water at 

the three-phase equilibrium pressure: 

Ln X hc = -170.04018 + 6922. 912 I T + 24.398795111 T (4.2) 

where x"c is the mole fraction of benzene in water. The above authors also examined the 

available data on the solubility of water in benzene and suggested the following equation 

for calculating the mole fraction of water in benzene at the three-phase equilibrium 

pressure: 

In Xw = -1. 64055 - 2029.41 IT + 0.00900544T (4.3) 

where Xw is the mole fraction of water in benzene. Equations-4.2 and 4.3 were used to 

calculate the mutual solubilities of benzene and water for the optimisation of the Binary 

Interaction Parameters (BIP) in the Non-Density Dependent (NOD) mixing rules (Table-

4.2), (Avlonitis et af. 1994). Figures-4.1 and 4.2 show the predicted mutual solubilities of 

benzene and water alongside those calculated from Equations-4.2 and 4.3. 

Benzene-methane eQuiliblia 

The above system has been studied extensively. In this work the data generated by 

Elbishlawi and Spencer, (1951) and Lin et al., (1979), as reported in IUPAC Solubility 

Data Series Volume 27/28, have been used in the optimisation of the binary interaction 

parameter between methane and henzene (Tahlc-4.2). Figures-4.3 and 4.4 show the 

experimental and predicted methane-henzene phase equilibria at two different 

temperatures. 

Benzene-nitro~en eguilihlia 

A total of 46 experimental data points (lUPAC Soluhility Data Series, Volume 10, 1982) 

were employed in the optimisation of the nitrogen-helllene hinary ink'raction parameters 
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(Table-4.2). Figure-4.5 shows the experimental and predicted solubilities of nitrogen in 

benzene at two different temperatures. Experimental and predicted phase equilibria for 

the above system is presented in Figure-4.6, as an example. As demonstrated in the 

above figures, in all cases the predicted solubilities are in good agreement with the 

experimental data. 

Kihara potential parameters for Benzene 

Hydrate dissociation points are measured and reported by Burgass (1995) for the 

methane/benzene and nitrogen/benzene binary systems. The feed compositions and the 

experimental hydrate dissociation conditions for the methane/benzene gas hydrates are 

duplicated in Table-4.4. Four sets of dissociation pressure data were generated for the 

binary with only the first two sets being used in the optimisation of the Kihara potential 

parameters and the other two sets were employed for validation. 

Tee et al. (1966) reported two sets of Kihara parameters for benzene (Table-4.5), based 

on second virial coefficient and viscosity data. In this study, the value of the hard core 

radius, a, is fixed at 1.2 A, and the optimisation of the Kihara parameters is restricted to 

the collision diameter, (j, and the energy parameter, f. 

Figures-4.7 and 4.8 present all the £/K and (j '" pairs and the corresponding objective 

functions (FOB), using the first two sets of experimental data, respectively. Figure-4.8 

shows that the objective function reaches a minimum at (j*=3.16 A, for which £/K is equal 

to 210.32 K (Table-4.3). 

Figure-4.9 shows the experimental and predicted dissociation pressure for 

methane/benzene gas hydrates. The measured and predicted dissociation conditions of 

pure methane (Deaton and Frost, 1946, de Roo et al., 1983, Tohidi et al., 1993) are also 

shown for compalison. Note the signUic([nt shUt (~f the dissociation temperature to higher 

values due to the presence (~r ben:,ene. Expclimenlal data for sels<~ and -+ ha\'c not been 
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used in the optimisation, but the model predictions are in good agreement with them, as is 

shown in Figure-4.9. Experimental and predicted dissociation conditions for pure 

nitrogen, and nitrogen/benzene binaries are presented in Figure-4.l O. The predictions are 

in very good agreement with the experimental data. Again, the presence of benzene 

significantly reduces the hydrate free zone. 

4.2.2. Cyclohexane (Cn) 

Cyclohexane is reported to form structure-II gas hydrates (Ripmeester et al., 1991). 

Using its physical and critical constants, the phase equilibria of this compound could be 

modelled by the VPT EoS. The acentric factor has been slightly adjusted to match the 

vapour data (Table-4.1). Figures-4.11 and 4.12 show the experimental and predicted 

vapour pressure for cyclohexane in low and high pressure ranges, respectively. The good 

agreement demonstrates the success of the EoS modelling of pure cyclohexane. 

Cyclohexane-water equilibria 

The phase equilibria of cyclohexane-water systems could be modelled by optimising the 

BIP in the NDD mixing rules. The main source of data was the excellent work of 

Tsonopoulos and Wilson, (1983), in which they suggested the following correlation for 

calculating the three-phase equilibria pressure for the cyclohexane-water systems: 

In p~ = 10.0506 - 4229. 59 IT (4.4) 

here P is the three-phase pressure in MPa at any gIven temperature. T is the 
3 

equilibrium temperature in K. The solubility of cyc!l)hexane in water xhe and water in 

cyclohexane Xw at the three-phase pressures could be calculated from the following 

equations: 

111 x
he 

= -209.11089 + 8325.49 IT + 29.8231111 T (4.5) 
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in Xw = -62.7645 - 654. 027 IT + 9. 999671n T (4.6) 

The above equations (4.4 to 4.6) were employed to find the three-phase pressures, the 

solubilities of cyclohexane in water and water in cyclohexane in the temperature range of 

273.15 to 423.15 K in 10 K intervals. The solubility data were used to optimise the 

binary interaction parameters (Table-4.2). At any given temperature, the equilibrium 

pressure was assumed 1 atm higher than the three-phase pressure predicted by Equation-

4.4 to insure L 1 - L 2 equilibria. Experimental and predicted mutual solubilities of 

cyclohexane and water are presented in Figures-4.13 and 4.14. The solubility of water in 

cyclohexane is higher than cyclohexane in water and the model predictions are in better 

agreement with the experimental data for the fOlmer. For the latter, the model predictions 

have significant deviations at high temperatures (i.e. T>370 K). However, considering 

the fact that hydrate calculations are at relatively low temperatures, it could be concluded 

that the model predictions for the mutual soluhilities are acceptahle. 

Cyclohexane-methane equilihria 

The above system was modelled using the expelimental data reported by Reamer et ai. 

(1958). A total of 67 data points in the temperature range of 294.3 K to 444.3 K were 

employed in optimising the methane-cyclohexane BIP (Tahle-4.2). Experimental and 

predicted methane-cyclohexane phase equilihria at different temperatures are presented in 

Figures-4.15 to 4.17, which demonstrate the success of modelling. Figure-4.15 shows 

that, for the above system assuming a BIP of 0 will still give good results. 

Cyclohexane-nitrogen equilihlia 

A total of 25 solubility data (lUPAC Soluhili ty Data Series, Volume-U)) for the above 

system were employed in the determination of the hinary inll'raction parameter hetween 

nitrogen and cyclohexane (Tahlc-4.2). Figure-4.1 R sl1l)\vS the experimental and predicted 

soluhilities of nitrogen in cyclohexane. 
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Kihara potential parameters for Cyclohexane 

A total of 9 dissociation points were measured for the methanc!cyclohexane system over 

the temperature range of 275.05 to 290.95 K (Tohidi ef at., 1995d). For 

nitrogenlcyclohexane and methane/nitrogen/cyclohexane systems, 5 and 4 dissociation 

points were measured over temperature ranges of 277.25 to 288.75 K and 277.95 to 

289.95 K, respectively. The three sets of experimental data are reported by Burgass 

(1995). 

Cyclohexane is not among the compounds studied hy Tee ff at (1966) to detelmine their 

Kihara potential parameters from viscosity and second vilial coefficients. However, they 

have suggested several con-elations to determine the Kihara parameters from the acentric 

factor, Pc, and Tc. In this work, the appropriate con·elations were used resulting in an 

average hard core diameter, ex of 0.975 A. The other two Kihara parameters for 

cyc!ohexane, the collision diameter ((j) and the depth of the energy well (e) were 

optimised hy minimising the ahsolute average deviation hetween the predicted and 

measured hydrate dissociation pressures of methane-cyclohexane mixtures. 

Figures-4.19 and 4.20 show elK vs (j* and FOB vs (j* for mcthane-cyclohexane binary. 

Figure-4.20 shows that the ohjective function is minimum at (j*=2.53 A with a 

corresponding value of e/K=426.75 K (Tahle-4.3). The ahove Kihara potential parameters 

and those previously determined (Chapter-3) for methane and nitrogen were used in 

predicting the hydrate dissociation conditions for eye lohexane hinaries and ternaries with 

methane and nitrogen. 

Figure-4.21 shows the experimental and predicted dissociation conditions for 

methane/cyclohexane gas hydrates. As expected, the agreement is excellent, as the data 

have heen used in the optimisation of thL' Kihara parameters. In the ahu\'e figure, the 

expelimental and predictL'd hydrate phase houndariL's fnr methane simple gas hydrates are 

also presented. The hydrates formed in the presL'nce nf cyclohexanc are of structure-II, 
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whereas those formed in the presence of pure methane are structure-I hydrates. Note the 

significant increase in dissociation temperatures (ahout I () K), due to the presence of 

cyclohexane. 

Figure-4.22 presents the experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation conditions for 

nitrogen/cyclohexane hydrates. Al though none of the ni trogen/cyclohexane hydrate 

dissociation data has been used in the optimisation, the agreement for this high pressure 

system is very good and the maximum error in predicted potential hydrate formation 

temperature is about 0.5 K. Experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation conditions 

for nitrogen simple gas hydrates are also presented in the ahove figure. As shown in the 

above figure, the shift in the potential hydrate formation temperature is quite large (about 

10 K), which demonstrates the suhstantial reduction in the hydrate free zone due to the 

presence of cyclohexane. 

Figure-4.23 shows the experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation conditions for 

methane/nitrogen/cyclohexane. Again, the agreement hetween the experimental data and 

predictions is very good. The experimental and predicted hydrate phase houndaries for 

nitrogen and methane simple hydrates are also presented in the above figure for 

companson. 

Figure-4.24 presents all the hydrate data generated for cyc lohexane hy Burgass, (1995). 

As mentioned hefore, all the ahove systems are in the four phase (water, liquid 

hydrocarbon, vapour, and hydrates) equilihria region. The hydrate phase houndary for 

methane/nitrogen/cyclohexane is hetween the phase houndaries for nitrogen/cyclohexane 

and methane/cyclohexane, depending on the composition of the system. 

4.3. STRUCTURE-H HEA VY HYDRATE FORl\IERS 

The first equilihrium data on structure-H gas hydrateS was reported for 

methaneiadamantane hy Lederhos ff 01. (1992). ~khta and Sloan (1993, 1994a) have 

_ c, _ 
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reported structure-H hydrate data for some other heavy compounds with methane. In a 

recent publication Meht: and Sloan (1994h) presented a statistical thermodynamic model 

for structure-H hydrates, hased on the original work of van der Waals and Platteeuw 

(1959). They also optimised the Kihara potential parameters for four structure-H hydrate 

fonners. 

After modelling the phase equilihlia of the heavy hydrate fonners, the hydrate model and 

the optimisation method, proposed in Chapters-2 and 3, were used to optimise the Kihara 

parameters. The Kihara parameters are determined hy minimising the ahsolute average 

deviation hetween the predicted and measured hydrate dissociation pressures. 

Three sets of dissociation pressure data have heen generated for each of the heavy hydrate 

formers. Only their hinaries with methane have heen used for optimising the Kihara 

parameters. The other two sets of dissociation pressure data, i.e. the binaries with 

nitrogen, and the ternaries with methane plus nitrogen, have been used in the validation of 

the model. 

4.3.1. Methylcyclohexane (MeH) 

Methylcyclohexane is reported to form structure-H gas hydrates (Ripmeester, et ai., 

1991). This compound is modelled as a pure compound using its physical and critical 

constants (Tahle-4.1). The calculated acentric factor is slightly changed to match vapour 

pressure data. Figure-4.25 shows the experimental and predicted vapour pressures of 

methylcyclohexane over a wide range of temperature. 

Methylcyclohexane-water equilihria 

IUPAC soluhility data series, Volume<~7, has reported some experimental data on the 

soluhility of methy1cyclohexane in water, hut thL're is no data on the soluhility of water in 

methylcyclohexane. Howe\'er, it is known that the sl)luhility of water in the hydrocarbon 

phase varies only slightly within a class of hydrocarhons (i\lichel ef al. 19R9). In this 
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work, the solubility of water in methylcyclohexane is assumed to be the same as the 

SOlubility of water in cyclohexane (Equation-4.6). The above data were employed to 

calculate the BIP between water and methykyclohexane in the VPT EoS with the NDD 

mixing rules. The methylcyclohexane-water binary interaction parameters are presented 

in Table-4.2. Figures-4.26 and 4.27 show the experimental/estimated and predicted 

mutual solubilities of methylcyclohexane and water. 

Methylcyclohexane-methane equiliblia 

Very limited data is available on the above system. The data generated by Field et al 

(1974), as reported in the IUPAC Solubi Iity Data Series Volume 27/28, were used in 

optimising the binary interaction parameter between methane and methylcyclohexane 

(Table-4.2). Experimental and predicted solubilities of methane in methylcyclohexane at 

101.325 KPa methane partial pressure are presented in Figure-4.28. 

Methylcyclohexane-nitrogen equilibria 

Phase equilibria of the above system is reported in the IUPAC Solubility Data Series 

Volume 10, and were used in the optimisation of the binary interaction parameter (Table-

4.2). Experimental and predicted vapour-liquid equilibria for nitrogen 

methylcyclohexane system at two different temperatures are presented in Figures-4.29 

and 4.30. 

Kihara potential parameters for Methylcyclohexane 

Three sets of experimental dissociation pressure data were generated for C IIMCH, 

N2/MCH , and C I/N2/MCH systems, and are reported by Burgass (1995). Again, the first 

set of data was used in the optimisation of the Kihara parameters for MCH and the other 

two sets were employed in the validation of the model. Optimisation was restlicted to the 

depth of the energy well, £, and the collision diameter, a. The hard core radius, a=l.0693 

A, was calculated from the relations given by Tee t'f {II. (I <)66). Figure-4.31 and 4.32 
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show the £/K vs cr* and FOB vs cr* plots. Figure-4.32 shows a sharp minimum at 

* 0 cr =4.38 A with corresponds to £/1(=230.296 K (Table-4.3). 

Figure-4.33 presents experimental and predicted hydrates dissociation conditions for pure 

methane, and methane/methylcyclohexane systems. The experimental data reported by 

Mehta and Sloan (1994a) are also presented in the above figure. The model predictions 

are in good agreement with all experimental data. The reduction in the hydrate free zone 

due to the presence of methylcyclohexane is significant. Figure-4.34 presents 

experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation conditions for 

nitrogenlmethylcyclohexane binary. The system is in the L l-L2- V -H four phase region. 

The hydrate dissociation points for pure nitrogen are also presented in Figure-4.34 for 

comparison. The predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data and the 

maximum error in predicting the potential hydrate fonnation temperature is less than 1 K. 

4.4. CONCLUSIONS 

Phase equilibria and hydrate modelling for some intermediatclheavy hydrocarbons have 

been detailed. In the phase equilibria, three different systems, i.e., HHF-water, HHF-

methane, and HHF-nitrogen have been modelled. In the hydrate modelling sections, the 

Kihara potential parameters have been determined for each of the HHF. In all cases the 

predictions are compared with the experimental data. 

Solubility and phase equilibria data published in the open literature have been used in the 

vapour-liquid equilibria modelling of the heavy hydrate funners. The overall agreement 

of the model predictions with the experimental data was good, though in some cases the 

model was not able to give accurate predictions on the HHF solubilities in water at high 

temperatures. 

Among the HHF disclIssed in this sec,tion, helll.ene and cydohexane arc reported to fonn 

sU'ucture-II gas hydrates. McthyIcYl'!ohc\anl' is known III for slructurc-H gas hydrates in 
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the presence of a help gas. Two different help gases, i.e. methane and nitrogen have been 

used in peli'orming the experiments (Burgass, 1995). Methane was chosen due to its high 

concentrations in the reservoir tluids and the choice of nitrogen gives the opportunity of 

examining the model at higher pressures, relevant to sub-sea transmission lines. For each 

HHF, three different systems, i.e. HHF/C 1, HHF/N2, HHF/C I/N2 have been studied. 

Only the hydrate dissociation pressure data point for the HHF/C 1 binaIies have been used 

in the optimisation of the Kihara parameters. The experimental dissociation pressure data 

points on the other two systems have been used in the validation of the hydrate model, 

with good results. 

The addition of heavy hydrate fonners to other recognised hydrate fOlming compounds is 

expected to result in a more reliable prediction of hydrate phase boundary of petroleum 

reservoir tluids. This can play an important role in the design and operation of sub-sea 

transmission lines. 

********************************************* 

Table-4.1. Phvsical and critical constants foJ' the heavv hwlrate formers. 

Component M, 0) Te , Pc, vc, 

g.mole- 1 K MPa cm 3.mole-l 

Benzene 78.114 0.2120 562.20 4.89 259.10 

Cyclohexane 84.160 0.21367 553.50 4.07 308.00 

Methylcyclohexane 98.190 0.23680 572.20 3.47 368.00 

Table-4.2. Binary interaCfiol1jwr{II11f:'fers between fhe heavy hycirafeformers and 

mefhane l7ifrO~el1 or a'{lfer. , , 

Methane Nitrogen Water (2) * 

Component (l) k21 k 21 k21 I" 21 
II X 10-1 

21 

Benzene 0.020 0.156 0.638 1.5828 -21.7859 

Cyclohcxane 0.0 I I 0.123 0.540 1.4.+32 -29.9036 

Mcthylcyclohexane 0.017 0.071 0.556 1.5959 -29.7648 

* BIP for the non-density dependent mixing rules (Appendix-A). 
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e- .. lara potentIa. parameters Tabl 43 K'h . I or Ras-water interactIOns. 

Component 
u 

a., A * 0 o-,A f,/K, K 

Benzene 1.200 3.16 210.32 

Cyclohexane 0.975 2.53 426.75 

Methylcyclohexane 1.069 4.38 230.30 

0-=0-*+20. 

Table-4.4. Feed compositjons and measured dissociation conditions for , 

methane/benzene gas hydrates. 

Feed Composition (Mole%) Dissociation Conditions 

Methane Benzene Water Temp. (K) Press. (MPa) 

(+(l05 K) (±O.007 MPa) 

Set-l 

13.224 8.440 78.336 275.45 1.507 

Set-2 

14.247 8.372 77.381 277.30 2.082 

278.35 2.392 

279.85 2.958 

280.95 3.482 

282.35 4.046 

Set-3 

25.578 1.971 72.451 281.35 3.406 

291.95 3.696 

282.95 4.240 

Set-4 

34.443 6.188 59.369 284.55 5.502 

284.95 5.909 

285.65 6.578 

286.25 7.219 

286.65 7.826 

287.45 8.570 

Table-4.5. h . I Benzene Kihara sPJer/ca . I core potent/{[ parameters, ee e a., Ttl 1966 

A * A f,/K, K Source of data a., 0- , 

1.2397 4.2166 582.62 Second virial coefficient. 

1.2054 2.5272 975.37 Viscosity and second virial coefficient. 

0"=0-*+20. 
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CHAPTER-5 

MODELLING ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

Many models have been developed that are able to predict the phase equilibria of 

mixtures containing both polar and non-polar compounds. This is usually done by either 

introducing complex mixing rules into a conventional cubic equation of state or by 

coupling the equation of state with an activity coefficient model. However, none of these 

models can take into account the presence of ions. 

Numerous models have also been developed for predicting vapour-liquid in mixtures 

containing electrolytes (e.g., Sander et al., 1986; Li and Nghiem, 1986, Macedo et al. 

1990) but they do not include non-condensable gases. In addition, it is also well-known 

that the activity coefficient approach is not suitable for extension to high pressures. Few 

researchers, such as Aasberg-Petersen et al. (1991) and Zuo and Guo, (1991) divided the 

fugacity coefficient of each component in the liquid water phase into two terms: an 

equation of state (short-range interactions) term and a Debye-Htickel electrostatic (long

range interactions). Recently, S0reide and Whitson (1992) have modified the PR EoS for 

predicting C02, N2, and H2S solubility in NaCI brine. 

In the model presented in section 2.6, fugacity coefficient of each non-electrolyte 

compound in saline water phase is divided into two parts; the fugacity coefficient 



Modelling Electrolyte Solutions 

calculated from the equation of state and the electrostatic contribution. Recalling 

Equation-2.23: 

(2.23) 

The electrostatic contrihution term has an adjustable parameter, his' which can be 

interpreted as an interaction coefficient hetween the dissol ved salt and a non-electrolyte 

component (water or gas). Aasherg-Petersen et al. used temperature and composition 

independent parameters for water-salt and gas-salt interaction coefficients. For 

optimising the water-salt coefficients, they used water vapour pressure depression data 

for 1 molar single electrolyte solutions at 373.15 K. They implemented two approaches 

for the optimisation of gas-salt interaction coefficients hy using high pressure gas 

solubility data and low pressure salting out constants. They reported the water-salt 

interaction coefficients for two salts and gas-salt interaction coefficients for seven gases. 

Experience in this study showed that the water-salt interaction coefficients are strong 

functions of salt concentration and cannot be regarded as being independent of salt 

concentration. In a recent publication (Tohidi e1 al., 1993c), the ahove solubility model 

was modified slightly by expressing the water-salt interaction coefficient as a function of 

ionic strength and using the Valden'ama (Valderrama, 1990) modification of the Patel and 

Teja (VPT) equation of state with the density dependent mixing rules (Avlonitis et aI., 

1994), instead of the ALS (Adachi e1 al., 1983) equation with a volume dependent mixing 

rules, as used by Aasberg-Petersen e1 al., (1991). The modified gas solubility model was 

combined with the Pitzer (Pitzer and Mayorga, 1973) activity model, and the 

conventional formulation for gas hydrates (Parrish and Prausnitz, 1972), to calculate the 

hydrate phase boundary for highly soluble gases. 

In relation to efficient and economical pipeline design and operation, phase equilibria, as 

well as the boundary of hydrate formation with and without salts and other chemical 
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inhibitors must be precisely known. Available models for calculating the hydrate 

inhibition effect of salts either ignore gas solubility (Hammerschmidt, 1939, Englezos 

and Bishnoi, 1988) in the water-rich phase or take into account the solubility of gas in a 

single electrolyte (Englezos, 1992, Tohidi et at., 1993c). The former cannot be used for 

systems containing high soluble gases and the latter is unable to model the hydrate 

inhibition effect of mixed electrolyte solutions, such as formation water, on reservoir 

fluids. 

Aasberg-Petersen et al. (1991) were successful in predicting the solubilities of N2, CH4, 

C02, and a natural gas in single electrolyte solutions of NaCI and CaC12 at reservoir 

temperature (366 K to 398 K), but in their model there are the following shortcomings, 

particularly in relation to hydrate phase equiliblia predictions: 

- The original model was developed to predict gas solubility at reservoir conditions i.e. 

high temperatures, so it is not expected to predict vapour-liquid equilibria of 

electrolyte solutions at low temperatures. 

- The original model is restIicted to single electrolyte solutions and there is no provision 

for calculating vapour-liquid equilibria, including gas solubility in mixed electrolyte 

solutions. 

They determined the interaction coefficients for only two salts, whereas in practical 

cases, such as formation water, the solution consists of several salts. 

A more ligorous and versatile model has been developed in this work to extend the model 

capabilities to handle lower temperatures, other salts, wider salt concentrations, and 

mixed electrolyte solutions. The optimisation water-salt and gas-salt interaction 

coefficients and extension of the model to mixed electrolyte solutions are described in 

details in the following sections. 
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5.2. WA TER-SAL T INTERACTION COEFFICIENT 

The model described earlier in Chapter-2 has been used for modelling the effect of salt in 

fugacity calculations in the saline water phase. Rewriting equation (2.23) for water and 

salt: 

2AM h 
In yDH = m ws j(B1112 ) 

w B3 (5.1) 

where hw., is the water-salt interaction coefficient. In this work, hws is expressed as a 

function of salt concentration and temperature to widen its range of application 

(temperature and salt concentration) and to enahle the model to perform other 

calculations, e.g. water freezing point depression, boiling point elevation and vapour 

pressure depression. 

For optimising the water-salt interaction coefficients, two approaches were implemented. 

In the first approach, water vapour pressure data at different temperatures (generally 40-

100 °C) and salt concentrations (2.5 Wt% to maximum value reported) have been used. 

In the second approach, only water vapour pressure depression data at 373.15 K and 

freezing point depression data are employed in the optimisation of the water-salt 

interaction coefficients. 

5.2.1. Approach-I, Vapour Pressure Data at Different Temperatures 

In this approach, only water vapour pressure depression data at different temperatures are 

used in determining the water-salt interaction coefficient. Both the VPT (Valderrama, 

1990) and PR (Peng and Robinson, 1976) equations of state are employed, with close 

results. Although only the results of using the VPT EoS are presented here, the PR EoS 

could be used for all calculations in this work. Two mixing lules, known as classical and 

non-density dependent (NOD) (Appendix-A) mixing rules, can be used for all 

calculations. but NOD mixing lules gave hetter results, particularly for high soluble gases 

such as C02· 
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Two main sources of data were the International Critical Tables (1928) and CRC 

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1989). The data in the latter was limited to vapour 

pressure depression at 373.1S K and usually disagreed with those of the International 

Critical Tables, particularly at high salt concentrations. When this was the case, the more 

recent data reported in the CRC were used for the modelling. For some salts, such as 

NaF, the available data were not adequate. In such cases, the Pitzer's activity model 

(Pitzer and Mayorga, 1973, Tohidi et al., 1993c) was used to calculate the necessary 

vapour pressure data. For some salts, it was necessary to smooth the experimental data 

before optimising the water-salt interaction cOdTicient. 

In the following sections, the determination of the water-salt interaction coefficients is 

detailed for NaCI as an example. 

Water-NaCI 

Water vapour pressure depression data in the range of 40 to 110 0 C from the 

International Critical Tables of Numerical Data, Vol. III (1928), and vapour pressure 

depression data at 373.1S K from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1988-

1989) have been used for optimising the water-NaCI interaction coefficient with the VPT 

and PR EoS. The results of the two equations of state were very close. The optimised 

interaction coefficient for the VPT EoS are shown in Figure-S.l. The figure shows that 

different plots at different temperatures are almost parallel to each other. As shown in the 

figure, the interaction coefficient approaches -0.0078S (as reported by Aasberg-Petersen 

et aI., 1991) for 5-10 Wt% NaCI at 110°C, which demonstrates that the range of 

application for the original interaction coefticient, is rather limited. 

A similar approach has been implemented for other salts and based on the observed 

results, the following relation is proposed to express the water-salt interaction as a 

function ot' temperature and salt concentrations: 
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hws = (A + BT + Cw + Dw2 + ET'rv)/ 1000 (S.2) 

T is the temperature in K and w is the salt concentration in weight percent. A, B, C, D, 

and E are constants. The water-salt interaction coefficient for each salt was fitted to the 

above equation (using least square). The constants for each salt are reported in Table-S.l 

Discussion 

The main shortcoming of the above approach is the scarcity of experimental vapour 

pressure data at different temperatures and salt concentrations. This will limit the 

extension of the model to other salts present in the formation water. 

The resulting model was used for predicting the freezing point depressions of single and 

mixed electrolyte solutions (as detailed in Chapter-6). Figure-S.2 shows experimental 

and predicted freezing points for NaCI aqueous solutions, as an example. Both VPT and 

PR EoS have been used. The predictions are in good agreement with the experimental 

data. Therefore, based on the thelmodynamic consistency, freezing point depression data 

could be used in the optimisation of the interaction coefficient. In addition, the freezing 

point depression data is more relevant to hydrate calculations. On the other hand, it was 

the objective of this work to develop a model, capable of predicting vapour-liquid 

equilibria at high temperatures, as well as hydrate calculations. Based on the above 

discussion the second approach was developed. In this approach, only water vapour 

pressure depression data at 373.1S K and freezing point depression data are employed in 

the optimisation of the water-salt interaction coefficients. Needless to say that the above 

two sets of data are also more readily available compared to vapour pressure depression 

data at different temperatures. 

5.2.2. Approach-2, Vapour Pressure Data at 373.15 K and Freezing Point Data 

In this approach, the water-salt interaction coefficients for different salts (Equation-S.l) 

were detelw ined by using th~ more readily available vapour pressure (at 373.1S K) and 
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freezing point depression data (CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1989). Both 

sets of data were smoothed before being used in the optimisation. The resulting 

correlations were used to generate vapour pressure and freezing point data at 2.5 Wt% 

salt intervals which were further used to determine the interaction coefficients to match 

the smoothed data. Figures-53 and 5.4 show the water-salt interaction coefficients for 

NaCI and CaCl2, as two examples. The values reported by Aasberg-Petersen ef al. for 

these two salts are also presented in the above figures for comparison. As shown in the 

above figures, the Aasberg-Petersen ef al. model is limited to medium salt concentrations 

and high tern peratures. 

Equation-5.2 is used to express the water-salt interaction as a function of temperature and 

salt concentrations. Table-5.2 presents the constants for this approach. 

5.3. GAS-SAL T INTERACTION COEFFICIENT 

Solubilities of methane and carbon dioxide in NaCl, KCl, and CaCl2 aqueous solutions 

are investigated and modelled in this section. The choice of gases was based on the fact 

that the first gas is present in significant quantities in reservoir tluids and the second gas 

is highly soluble in aqueous solutions. In addition, the second gas is also present in many 

reservoir fluids and more importantly it is used as a means of EOR. The three salts were 

chosen according to their concentrations in formation water and the availability of 

experimental solubility data. 

Experimental data on the solubility of different gases in single and mixed electrolyte 

solutions, particularly at low temperatures have been sparsely reported in open literature. 

The equilibrium cell of a hydrate rig (in this laboratory) has been used for generating 

C02 solubility data in NaCI, KCl, CaCl2 aqueous solutions and their mixtures to provide 

adequate data (Burgass, 1995), particularly at low temperatures, for modelling and 

validation purposes. Experimental data reported in open literature on the solubility of 

CH4 in the above single electrolyte solutions has been used for modelling purposes. 
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Before finding the gas-salt interaction coefficient, the model predictions for the solubility 

of methane or carbon dioxide in pure water was examined against experimental data. In 

both cases the model predictions were found good and there was no need to optimise the 

gas-water binary interaction parameters. Writing Equation-2.23 for gas and salt: 

2AM h 
In DH = m gs f( BI1I2 ) 

Yg B3 . (5.3) 

here hgs is the gas-salt interaction coefficient. Gas solubility data in single electrolyte 

solutions at different temperatures and salt concentrations have been used for the 

optimisation of the gas-salt interaction coefficient. In each case, the data has been 

smoothed and examined for thermodynamic consistency. Table-5.3 shows the sources of 

data for the optimisation of the gas-salt interaction coefficients. 

The gas-salt interaction coefficients have been assumed to be independent of pressure and 

only functions of temperature and salt concentration. Writing Equation-5.2 for the gas-

salt interaction coefficients: 

h = ( A + BT + Cw + Dw2 + ETw) /1000 
gs 

(5.4) 

The numerical values of A, B, C, D, and E for calculating the gas-salt interaction 

coefficients are given in the Table-5.4. 

As an example, Figure-5.5 shows the optimised gas-salt interaction coefficient for CH4-

NaCI based on the solubility data at different temperatures and salt concentrations. The 

Aasberg- Petersen et al. (1991) interaction coefficient for CH4-NaCI is also shown in the 

above figure with a horizontal line at 65.5. As the figure shows, the Aasberg-Petersen 

coefficient is only valid for high temperatures and medium salt concentrations, whereas 

expressing the gas-salt interaction coefficient as a function of temperature and salt 

concentrations will increase its range of application. 
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5.4. EXTENSION TO MIXED ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 

One of the shortcomings in the Aasberg-Petersen et (fl. (1991) model is its limitation to 

single electrolyte solutions. They addressed this problem in their paper "A problem 

arises if the new model is to be used for predicting the solubility of a gas in a solution 

containing two or more dissolved salts." They added "To solve this problem, it would be 

necessary to develop suitable mixing rules for the determination qf the gas-salt and 

water-salt interaction coefficient." They suggested "However, if most of the dissolved 

solid come from one salt, it may be sqfely assumed that the mixture contains only this salt 

at a concentration corresponding to the ionic strength (~f the solution." Although this 

could provide acceptable results in some cases, a more robust and general approach is 

presented in the following section. 

Two approaches were examined in order to find the fugacity coefficient of water in mixed 

electrolyte solutions from the parameters in single electrolyte solutions. In the first 

approach, the aim was to find a mixing rule to relate the interaction coefficients of mixed 

electrolyte solutions to those of single electrolyte solutions. After proposing a simple 

mixing rule and appropliate boundary conditions, water vapour pressure depression data 

in mixed electrolyte solutions were used to calculate the interaction coefficient for mixed 

electrolyte solutions. Very limited data is available on the vapour depression of water 

due to the presence of mixed electrolyte solutions. On the other hand, the available data 

are not at the required temperatures, concentrations or combinations. Thereof, it was 

decided to evaluate and use the Pitzer activity model (Tohidi et al., 1993c) for generating 

water vapour pressure depression data at required temperatures, concentrations, and 

combinations. The activity model was found to be very successful in predicting the water 

vapour pressure depression of single and mixed electrolyte solutions. However, several 

attempts at correlating the interaction coefficient in mixed electrolyte solutions to those of 

single electrolyte solutions failed. 
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In the second approach, the aim was to find the activity coefficients (rather than the 

interaction coefficients) of mixed electrolyte solutions from activity coefficients of single 

electrolyte solutions. In the following sections the second approach is described. 

As presented earlier in this chapter, the electrolyte contribution term (for water or gas), 

(r~L in Equation-2.23), could be calculated in single electrolyte solutions. Now the 

problem is how to relate the electrostatic contribution telm of mixed electrolyte solutions 

to those of single electrolyte solutions. Patwardhan and Kumar (1986) used a newly 

defined parameter, r*, called the overall reduced ionic activity coefficient, to 

characterise the overall non-ideality of aqueous solution of mixed electrolyte solutions. 

They also showed that r* is simply related to the properties of single electrolyte 

solutions. They found the following relationship between the activity of water in a 

mixed electrolyte solution and that in single electrolyte solutions of the same ionic 

strength: 

liS 

log aw = LYi log a~:',i (5.5) 

where a is the activity of water in a mixed electrolyte solution, and a~ ;represents the 
W . 

activity of a single electrolyte solution of the same ionic strength as that of the mixed 

electrolyte solution. i and Yi represent electrolyte, and ionic strength fraction of 

electrolyte i, respectively. It is worth noting that the Equation-5.5 does not contain any 

empirical constants and was found valid for the entire concentration range encountered in 

practice (Patwardhan and Kumar, 1986). The above approach was used to find the 

electrostatic contribution term for mixed electrolyte solutions from those of single 

electrolyte solutions. This approach was successful in modelling mixed electrolyte 

solutions. 
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5.5. CONCLUSIONS 

In modelling electrolyte solutions, two different approaches were employed in 

determining the water-salt interaction coefficients. In the first approach, water vapour 

pressure depression data at different temperatures were used. In the second approach. the 

more readily available water vapour pressure depression data at 373.15 K and freezing 

point depression data were employed in the optimisation of the water-salt interaction 

coefficient. The gas-salt interaction coefficients have been optimised by using gas 

solubility measurements in single electrolyte solutions. 

The model was extended to mixed electrolyte solutions using the Patwardhan and Kumar 

approach. As a result the aqueous solutions of NaCl, KCI, CaCI2, Na2S04, NaF, NaBr, 

MgCI2, SrCI2, BaCl2 and their mixtures, have been modelled. In addition, the 

solubilities of two important gases, methane and carbon dioxide, in aqueous electrolyte 

solutions of NaCl, KCl, CaCl2 and their mixtures, have been investigated and a new 

method for their predictions has been developed. 

The developed solubility model could be used independently for providing more reliable 

gas solubility predictions in the presence of single and mixed electrolyte solutions in a 

wide range of temperature (260-420 K) and salt concentrations (up to saturation). 

Reliable information on gas solubility, particularly in saline water, is also required in a 

number of EOR processes, in the management of oil/gas reservoirs, and in acid 

stimulation/fractUling. 

In the next chapter, the accuracy and validity of the developed model is examined against 

experimental data generated in this laboratory (Burgass, 1995) as well as those reported 

in the open literature. 

************************************* 
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Table-5.l. Constants in Equation-5.2 for calculating the H'oter-salt interaction 

coe lelent.\', (Jppro(JC - . ffi' h 1 

A B C 0 E 

NaCl -1.393EOl 1.3OSE-02 1.621E-Ol -8.987E-03 -1.171E-06 

KCI -1.418EOl 1.634E-02 1.240E-Ol -4.494E-03 -8.08SE-07 

CaCl2 -S.986EOO 8.0S7E-03 -3.S7SE-Ol -2.281E-03 6.778E-04 

Na2S04 -8.739EOO 1.701E-02 S.288E-03 -1.2S8E-03 2.S93E-07 

NaF -1.47SEOl 1.919E-02 -1.263E-Ol -7.681E-03 -3.SS4E-04 

KBr -l.S38EOl 1.8S0E-02 2.218E-O 1 -4.882E-03 -1.97SE-04 

MgC12 -6.038EOO 7.9S4E-03 -S.034E-Ol -1.OSOE-02 1.311E-03 

SrCl2 -8.633EOO 1.683E-02 -9.000E-02 -1.644E-03 -2.S47E-09 

BaC12 -6.210EOO 1.138E-02 -1.3SOE-Ol 1.767E-03 4.782E-07 

Table-5.2. Constants in Equation-5.2 for c({lcul({ting the water-salt interaction 

('oe IClenrs, approac - . ffi' h 2 

A B C 0 E 

NaCI -1.191EOl 1.037E-02 -6.c)43E-02 -S.814E-03 3.861E-04 

KCl -1.279EOl 1.38SE-02 S.l84E-02 -2.1S2E-03 1.436E-05 

CaC12 -5.672EOO 8.c)37E-03 -3.33OE-Ol -1.771E-03 S.800E-04 

Na2S04 -S.495EOO 7.476E-03 -1.769E-02 -8.90SE-04 1.083E-04 

NaF -1.482EOl 1.7S8E-02 -3.6S7E-02 -S.S14E-02 1.2S8E-03 

KBr -1.404EOl 1.70SE-02 1.471E-Ol -1.6S7E-03 -2.8S1E-04 

MgC12 -6.420EOO 1.066E-02 -6.186E-Ol -4.SS6E-03 -1.312E-03 

SrC12 -6.S91EOO 1.327E-02 -2.334E-Ol 9.03SE-04 1.555E-04 

BaC12 -S.905EOO 8.248E-03 -9.799E-02 -2.780E-04 1.423E-04 
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Tabl 5 3 S e- .. fl fi ffi" ourees 0 (ata or gas-wafer Il1fer([Cf/ol1 coe IClel1f OpfllnISaflOn. 

Gas-Salt Source of data 

Methane-NaCI Michels ef al., 1936, also reported in IUPAC SDSt, pp. 117-119. 

0' Sullivan and Smith, (1970). 

Methane-KCI Stoessell and Byrne, 1982, also reported in IUPAC SDSt, p. 165. 

Ben-Nairn and Yaacohi, 1974, also reported in IUPAC SDSt, p. 163. 

Methane- Michels et al., 1936, also reported in IUPAC SDSt, p. 107. 

CaC12 Blanco and Smith, 1978, also reported in IUPAC SDS t, p. 108. 

C02-NaCI Malinin and Savelyeva, 1972. 

Burgass, 1995, MSc Thesis, Heriot-Watt University 

C02-KCI Burgass, 1995, MSc Thesis, Heriot-Watt University 

C02-CaC12 Malinin and Savelyeva, 1972. 

Prutton and Savage, 1945. 

Burgass, 1995, MSc Thesis, Heriot-Watt University 

t IUPAC Soluhility Data Selies, Volume 27/28 Methane, 1987. 

Table-5.4. Constants in Equation-5.4 for calculating the gas-salt interaction coefficients. 

Gas-salt A B C D E 

CI-NaCI 2.567E+2 -4.447E-l -7.447E+0 8.202E-2 1.115E-2 

CI-KCI 1.989E+2 -4.754E-l 8.223E-I -2.731E-2 2.068E-5 

CI-CaCI2 9.915E+l -1.414E-l -5.017E-l -8.176E-6 7.240E-6 

C02-NaCI 2.157E+2 -5.179E-l -5.563E+O -1.663E-2 1.738E-2 

C02-KCI 2.507E+2 -7.110E-l -9.441E+O 3.230E-3 2.917E-2 

C02-CaC12 7.831E+l -1.463E-l -2.631 E-l -4.413E-3 1.597E-3 
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CHAPTER-6 

VALIDA TION OF THE MODEL 

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

As mentioned before, hydrate problems can be avoided by either operating at conditions 

outside hydrate region or transferring hydrates as slurry. In this study both options have 

been addressed. The first option which is widely accepted in the industry is largely 

dependent on the accurate determination of the hydrate phase boundary, whereas the 

success of the second option relies on predicting the amount of hydrates to be transferred. 

The thermodynamic fOlIDulation presented in Chapter-2 simplifies the problem to finding 

a relationship for calculating the fugacity at different phases. In this study, all fluid 

phases are modelled with an EoS (both VPT and PR could be used), solid solution theory 

is used for modelling hydrate phases, and ice is regarded as sub-cooled liquid. 

Hydrate phase equilibria is strongly dependent on the values of the Kihara potential 

parameters, representing guest-host interaction in hydrate lattice. As discussed in 

Chapter-3, a novel method has been used in the optimisation of the Kihara potential 

parameters. The other important factor in the accurate determination of hydrate phase 

boundary, is the effect of heavy hydrate formers. In Chapter-4, after modelling some of 

these compounds, their effects on hydrate phase boundary of methane and nitrogen have 

been investigated. Taking into account the effect of the heavy hydrate formers is 

expected to result in more reliable prediction for hydrate phase boundary of real reservoir 
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fluids. However, due to lack of experimental data it is not possible to investigate such an 

effect for the time being. Therefore, the effect of heavy hydrate fOlmers has been ignored 

in all the predictions presented in this chapter. 

Oil wellstreams generally contain saline water. The salts dissolved in the water-cut 

inhibit hydrate formation by shifting hydrate phase boundary. The hydrate inhibition 

effect of electrolyte solutions has been investigated in Chapter-5. A rigorous method has 

been used in modelling single and mixed electrolyte solutions, including gas solubility in 

saline water. The model is extended to mixed electrolyte solutions by using well 

established thennodynamic relations. 

However, the fact that oil wellstreams may contain significantly higher water-cut than gas 

systems can prohibit an economical use of chemical inhibitors to prevent hydrate 

formation. In addition, methanol, which is largely added into hydrocarbon streams, is 

considered to be very harmful to the environment. For systems where the hydrate 

prevention approach is economically non-viable, using the growth modifiers, and the 

transfer of hydrates as sluny is an attractive option. 

Although very little infOlmation on the growth modifiers has been released to the public 

domain, the general view is that these chemicals, due to their minute quantities, do not 

signiticantly affect the phase behaviour of hydrate-tluid systems, while they do affect the 

growth of hydrates. Most investigators are currently involved in the development and 

testing of growth modifying chemicals. However, we believe that the development and 

testing of a thelmodynamic model for predicting the amount of hydrates to be transferred 

as slun·y is equally important. The model presented in this work can be used to predict 

the amount and composition of different phases, particularly the amount of hydrates. 

The extent of the validity and reliability of the model is investigated in this section by 

presenting some examples for each casco A wide range of experimental data has been 
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used in the validation of the model. The experimental data can be divided into the 

following groups: 

Vapour pressure depression of single and mixed electrolyte solutions. 

Freezing point depression of single and mixed electrolyte solutions. 

Gas solubility in electrolyte solutions. 

Hydrate inhibition effect of electrolyte solutions. 

Comparison with commercial packages. 

Flash calculations in presence of gas hydrates. 

The reliability of the model in predicting the phase equilibria of electrolyte solutions is 

examined by the first three sets of expetimental data. The other sets of data demonstrate 

the robustness of the model as a design tool for avoiding hydrate problems in sub-sea 

transmission lines. In relation to this study, they validate the optimisation of Kihara 

potential parameters, the effect of electrolyte solutions, and the effect of gas solubility on 

the hydrate phase boundary. 

6.2. VAPOUR PRESSURE OF SINGLE AND MIXED ELECTROLYTE 

SOLUTIONS 

In order to calculate the vapour pressure of single and mixed electrolyte solutions, bubble 

point calculations have been performed at different temperatures. None of the 

experimental data has been used in the optimisation of the gas-salt interaction parameters, 

so they can be regarded as independent data. Figures-6.1 to 6.5 present the experimental 

and predicted vapour pressure of aqueous KCI, MgCI2, Na2S04, KBr, and BaCl2 single 

electrolyte solutions, respectively. The results are in good agreement with experimental 

data at different temperatures and even for high salt concentrations. 
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Figure-6.6 presents experimental (Sako et af., 1985) and predicted vapour pressures of an 

aqueous mixed electrolyte solution of CaCI2-MgCI2. Again the results are in good 

agreement with the experimental data even at 400 K (127°C). 

Figures-6.7 and 6.8 present experimental (Fabuss and Korosi, 1966) and predicted vapour 

pressures of NaCI-KCI mixed electrolyte solution at 398.15 and 423.15 K (125 and 150 

°C), respectively. The results of the predictions are in good agreement with the 

experimental data even for high temperatures. 

Figures-6.9 and 6.10 show the experimental (Fabuss and Korosi, 1966) and predicted 

vapour pressures of NaCI-Na2S04 mixed electrolyte solutions at 373.15 and 398.15 K 

(100 and 125°C), respectively. Again, the results are in good agreement with the 

experimental data 

Experimental (Kuschel and Seidel, 1985) and predicted vapour pressures of KCI-MgCI2 

mixed electrolyte solutions at 298.15 (25°C) are shown in Figures-6.11 and 6.12 for two 

different ionic strength fractions of KCI. The good agreement between experimental and 

predicted vapour pressures is demonstrated. 

6.3. FREEZING POINT OF SINGLE AND MIXED ELECTROLYTE 

SOLUTIONS 

At freezing point the fugacity of water in ice phase is equal to that of the liquid water 

phase. For approach-l (section 5.2.1), all freezing point data could be regarded as 

independent data, as none of them has been used in the optimisation of the water-salt 

interaction parameters. Figures-6.13 to 6.16 show the experimental and predicted 

freezing point of KCI, CaCI2, SrCI2, and KBr single electrolyte solutions. For the first 

two salts, both equations of state (PR and VPT) have been used in predictions and the 

results are very close. The maximum error in predicting the freezing point is about 0.5 K. 
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Figures-6.17 and 6.18 show the experimental (Hall et aI., 1988) and predicted freezing 

point for NaCI-KCl mixed electrolyte solutions at two different weight ratios of NaCl. 

Good agreement is demonstrated in the figures. 

Experimental (Gibbard and Gossmann, 1974) and predicted freezing points of NaCI

MgCI2 mixed electrolyte solutions are presented in Figures-6.19 and 6.20. The 

predictions are very close to experimental data and the maximum error is less than 0.5 K. 

A few freezing point measurements for mixed electrolyte solutions have been performed 

in this laboratory (Burgass, 1995). The experimental and predicted freezing point for 

different concentrations of single electrolyte solutions are reported in Table-6.1. As 

shown in the above table, the predictions, are in good agreements with experimental data, 

even for ternary salt solutions, and the maximum error is less than 0.1 K. 

6.4. GAS SOLUBILITY IN ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 

Figure-6.21 presents experimental and predicted C02 solubility in NaCI single electrolyte 

solutions at different temperatures (298.15 to 348.15 K) and salt concentrations (0 to 22 

Wt%). Englezos (1992) reported predictions for the above system at 298.15 K, which are 

also presented Figure-6.21, for comparison. ExpeIimental and predicted C02 solubility 

in CaCl2 aqueous solutions at 394.15 K and different salt concentrations is shown in 

Figure-6.22. Methane solubility in 1 and 4 molar NaCI solutions at 324.65 K is presented 

in Figure-6.23. As shown in the above figures, in all cases the predicted solubilities are 

in good agreement with the experimental data. 

Predictions of C02 sol ubili ties in electrolyte sol utions are com pared with the 

experimental data generated in this laboratory (Burgass, 1995). Tables-6.2 to 6.4 present 

the experimental (Burgass, 1995) and predicted C02 solubilities in NaCI, CaCI2, and 

KCI single electrolyte solutions, respectively. As the above tables show, the predicted 

solubilities are in good agreement with the experimental data. 
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Experimental data on the solubility of C02 or methane in mixed electrolyte solutions are 

rather limited. Table-6.5 presents experimental (Burgass, 1995) and predicted C02 

solubilities in NaCl, KCI, and CaCl2 mixed electrolyte solutions. Experimental (Byrne 

and StoesseU, 1982) and predicted methane solubilities in mixed electrolyte solutions are 

shown in Table-6.6. In both tables the predicted gas solubilities in mixed electrolyte 

solutions are in good agreement with the experimental data. It is worth mentioning that 

none of the experimental data presented in Tables-6.5 and 6.6 has been used in any way 

in the optimisation of the model parameters. 

6.S. HYDRA TE INHIBITION EFFECT OF ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 

One of the objectives of this work was to develop a numerical model capable of 

predicting the hydrate free zone for pure, multicomponent, and real reservoir fluids in the 

presence of pure water and electrolyte solutions. Here, the model is examined against a 

wide range of experimental data from open literature and those generated in this 

laboratory (Burgass, 1995). Both VPT and PR equations of states with the two mixing 

rules (classical and the non-density dependent) can be used for hydrate calculations. 

However, the non-density dependent mixing rules are preferred to the classical mixing 

rules, when the solubility of gas in water is high. 

This chapter could also be regarded as a validation for the optimisation of the Kihara 

potential parameters (Chapter-3), as the model predictions, particularly in the presence of 

pure water, depend on the accuracy of these parameters. For validation of the Kihara 

parameters, the model predictions for pure, binary, multi-component systems, and real 

reservoir fluids are compared with the experimental data. As detailed in Chapter-3 except 

selecti ve sets of pure hydrate dissociation pressure data in the presence of pure water, 

none of the data presented in this chapter has been used in determining the parameters of 

the model. However, a comparison of the model predictions with experimental hydrate 

data of pure systems has heen considered worthy mainly for two reasons. First, for gas 

components capable of forming both structures, pure component data were not the only 
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used data and the optimised parameters are not necessarily located at the FOB minimum 

of the simple hydrate of that gas. Second, since the simple gas hydrate data are supposed 

to be the most accurate data, and it was the objective of this work to improve the 

predictions for mUlti-component systems while keeping the accuracy of pure systems, it 

is worthy to examine how the objectives are met. 

Methane Gas Hydrates 

Experimental (de Roo et at., 1983) and predicted dissociation conditions for methane gas 

hydrates in NaCl aqueous solutions are presented in Figure-6.24. Two cases have been 

investigated, i.e. ignoring, and taking into account the gas solubility in saline water. As 

shown in the figure, in the case of methane, due to its low solubility in water, the gas 

solubility does not have a significant effect on methane hydrate phase boundary. The 

experimental and predicted dissociation conditions are in good agreement, with the 

exception of very high salt concentrations. 

Experimental (Dholabhai et aI., 1991) data on two binaries and a synthetic sea water 

comprised of eight electrolytes have been used to examine the model in mixed electrolyte 

solutions. Experimental and predicted dissociation conditions of methane hydrates in the 

above systems are presented in Figures-6.25 to 6.27. All of the above systems are in the 

three phase (liquid water rich, vapour, solid gas hydrate) region and good agreement 

between experimental and predicted data is demonstrated. 

Ethane Gas Hydrates 

Hydrate conditions for ethane simple gas hydrates in the presence of NaCI single 

electrolyte solutions are used to examine the reliability of the model. Experimental 

(Englezos and Bishnoi, 1991) and predicted dissociation conditions for NaCI, KCI, and 

CaCl2 single electrolyte solutions are shown in Figure-6.28. The predictions show some 

deviation from the expelimental data only at 20 Wt9(, NaCl. Referring to Figure-6.57 and 

the discussion on visual techniques, it is believed that the literature data for 20 Wt% NaCI 
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are in error and the data produced in this laboratory (Burgass, 1995), as conferred with 

the predictions, have better accuracy. 

Figures-6.29 to 6.31 present the experimental (Englezos and Bishnoi, 1991) and predicted 

ethane hydrate dissociation conditions in binary and multi-salt mixed electrolyte 

solutions. The results of the predictions are in very good agreement with the 

experimental data. It is worth mentioning that all above systems are in the L 1-V -H three 

phase region. 

Propane Gas Hydrates 

The predictions of the model for propane hydrate points are compared with the literature 

data (Bishnoi and Dholabhai, 1993) for binary and ternary mixed electrolyte solutions in 

Figure-6.32 and very good agreement is demonstrated. 

Propane hydrate points in a six component synthetic sea water, reported by Bishnoi and 

Dholabhai (1993), are compared with the model predictions in Figure-6.33. Despite the 

complexity of the system, the model is very successful in predicting the hydrate 

dissociation points. 

Figure-6.34 presents experimental and calculated propane hydrate dissociation conditions 

in the presence of North Sea brine. The experimental data are generated in this laboratory 

(Burgass, 1995), and the predictions of the model are in good agreement with them. 

A relatively high concentration mixed electrolyte solution, representing Forties formation 

water (Table-6.7), was used to examine the reliability of the model in predicting propane 

hydrate dissociation conditions. Experimental and predicted hydrate points are presented 

in Figure-6.35 and good agreement is demonstrated. 
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In all of the above systems, C 1, C2, and C3, have relatively low solubility in the water 

rich phase and both modes of calculation, i.e. ignoring gas solubility or taking into 

account the gas solubility due to the presence of salts, produced good results. In the next 

section, the model predictions are compared with the experimental data for systems 

containing highly water soluble gases. 

C02 Gas Hydrates 

Figure-6.36 presents experimental (Larson, 1955) and calculated hydrate dissociation 

conditions for C02 hydrates in the presence of distilled water and 1 molar NaCl solution. 

Three cases have been studied here, ignoring gas solubility in the water-rich phase, 

ignoring the change in gas solubility due to the presence of salts (assuming that the gas 

solubility in saline water is the same as that in pure water), and finally taking into account 

the change in gas solubility due to the presence of salts. As shown in the above figure, 

the gas solubility model improves the predictions sign(ficantly, whereas ignoring the gas 

solubility produces the worst results. 

Englezos (1992) reported 57 expelimental data for C02 hydrates in the presence of NaCI 

solutions, measured by Vlahakis ef al. (1972). The data are at different temperatures and 

salt concentrations, so it is not possible to present all of them graphically. However, the 

average absolute deviation between the 57 Vlahakis' expelimental measurements and the 

predictions of this model were found to be 3.1 %, compared to 7.2%, reported by Englezos 

(1992). The maximum absolute deviation was 7.2%, at 275.3 K and 10.32 Wt% NaCl, 

compared to a maximum deviation of 14.8% at 277.2 K and 10.2 Wt% NaCl reported by 

Englezos (1992). Figure-6.37 is a graphical representation of some of the Vlahakis' 

experimental data and the predictions both by this model and by the model presented by 

Englezos (1992) which proves the superiority of the model developed in this study. 

Dholabhai ef al. (1993) reported experimental measurements for C02 hydrates in the 

presence of single and mixed electrolyte solutions. In their paper they presented an 
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empirical correlation with fitting constants for different systems by matching 

experimental data. More recently, Englezos and Hall (1994), presented experimental 

measurements for C02 hydrates in the presence of NaCI and CaCl2 single electrolyte 

solutions and employed the model presented by Englezos (1992) for predictions. Figure-

6.38 shows the above experimental data on C02 hydrates in the presence of CaCl2 single 

electrolyte solutions alongside the predictions of the model presented in this work. There 

is some disagreement between the two sources of data, that is, the data reported by 

Dholabhai et al. (1993) at 9.99 Wt% CaCl2 are at slightly higher pressures, compared to 

the data measured by Englezos and Hall (1994) at 10.57 Wt% CaCI2, whereas a reverse 

trend is expected. The predictions are in good agreement with the data presented by 

Englezos and Hall (1994). The model slightly under-predicts the hydrate dissociation 

pressures for the data reported by Dholabhai et al. (1993). However, the maximum error 

in predicting the potential hydrate fOlmation temperature is less than 1 K for all cases. 

Experimental (Dholabhai et aI., 1993) and predicted C02 hydrates dissociation 

conditions in a multi-salt synthetic sea water are depicted in Figure-6.39. Despite the 

complexity of the sea water, the predictions are in good agreement with the experimental 

data. 

All of the above systems were simple gas hydrates. In the next section, the hydrate 

calculations for more complicated systems, composed of two binaries, a mUlti-component 

gas mixture, and finally real reservoir tluids, are presented. 

Methane/C02 Gas Hydrates 

Dholabhai et al. (1994) have reported experimental data on the hydrate inhibition effect 

of single and mixed electrolyte solutions on methane and C02 binary mixtures. Figure-

6.40 shows experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation conditions for 50 mole% 

methane + 50 mole% C02 binary mixture in the presence of two binary electrolyte 

solutions, whereas, Figure-6.41 shows the hydrate phase houndary for 80 mole% methane 
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+ 20 mole% C02 binary gas mixture in the presence of a ternary mixed electrolyte 

solution. In the above two figures three different cases were studied which proved that 

the gas solubility model can improve the reliability of hydrate phase boundary 

calculations. 

Multi-Component Gas Mixtures 

The multicomponent gas mixture, the composition of which given in Table-6.8 has been 

used to generate hydrate phase boundary data in the presence of both pure water and 

Forties formation water (Table-6.7). Experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation 

conditions for the above gas mixture is presented in Figure-6.53. As shown in the figure, 

predictions are in good agreement with the expelimental data and the maximum error in 

predicting the potential hydrate formation temperature is less than 1 K. The two points 

showing the cell conditions for compositional tests are discussed later. 

Black Oil Sample 

Figure-6.42 shows the experimental (Appendix-B) and predicted dissociation conditions 

for a black oil sample (composition in Table-6.8) in the presence of pure water and a 

synthetic formation water (Table-6.7). In the black oil sample all compounds heavier 

than normal hexane were grouped together as normal tetradecane to match its bubble 

point which was 9.411 MPa at 373.15 K. This is a four phase system in which liquid 

water, liquid hydrocarbon, vapour, and gas hydrates are in equilibrium. The results are 

in good agreement with the experimental data, which further proves the reliability of the 

model for highly complex systems. 

The experimental (Appendix-B) and predicted dissociation conditions for the above black 

oil in the presence of Forties formation water (Table-6.7) and Forties formation water 

plus 8.67 Wt% methanol are presented in Figures-6.43 and 6.44. This experiment 

duplicates a real scenario where the inhibition effect of formation water is not sufficient 
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to avoid hydrate formation and methanol is added to the system. Despite the complexity 

of the system, the model predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data. 

Also in Figures-6.42 to 6.44, the two approaches in detelmining the water-salt interaction 

coefficients (section-5.2) are compared with each other. The results demonstrate the 

good agreement between the two approaches, as expected. 

6.6. COMPARISON WITH COMMERCIAL PACKAGES 

Notz et al., (1991) have recently reported expetimental hydrate data on a produced gas, a 

gas-condensate, and a black oil sample with pure water, 20 Wt% NaCI, formation brine, 

methanol and methanol plus formation brine. The compositions of the above fluids is 

reported in Table-6.9, and the formation brine is reported to contain approximately 

26,000 ppm TDS: 23,800 ppm NaCI, 400 ppm KCI, 1500 ppm HC03-, 260 ppm Ca and 

50 ppm Mg. They have also examined the reliability of four commercially available 

models. The commercial models have used empirical formulae for predicting the 

inhibition effect of methanol or NaCI, but none had the option of predicting the inhibition 

effect of reservoir brine or reservoir brine plus methanol (Notz et at., 1991). The 

thermodynamic model developed in this study was evaluated against the above literature 

data and compared with the results predicted by other models. 

Figure-6.45 presents the experimental and predicted hydrate conditions for the produced 

gas with distilled water and 20 Wt% NaCI solution. All of the predicted results, except 

that at 20 Wt~) NaCI, are in acceptable agreement with the experimental data. 

The experimental and predicted hydrate dissociation conditions for the gas-condensate 

sample with distilled water and in the presence of 8 Wt% methanol solution are presented 

in Figures-6.46 and 6.47, respectively. For the phase hehaviour model, the heavy end of 

the gas-condensate was characterised as normal lridecane to match the measured 

molecular weight of C7+. A good agreement is demonstrated. 
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Figures-6.48 and 6.49 depict hydrate dissociation conditions for the black oil sample with 

distilled water and with 8 Wt% methanol solution, respectively. The predicted results are 

also presented in the above figures. The heavy end of the black oil was characterised as 

normal pentadecane to match the reported molecular weight of the C7+ fraction. All the 

models predict the experimental results with an acceptable accuracy. 

Figures-6.50 and 6.51 show hydrate dissociation conditions for the above gas-condensate 

and black oil, respectively, with pure water and 8 Wt% methanol. The model predictions 

for the above systems with distilled water, reservoir brine, 8 Wt% methanol, and 8 Wt% 

methanol plus reservoir bline are also presented in the above tigures. The experimental 

data on the above fluid systems with bline and methanol plus brine are not shown in the 

above figures as they were reported mistakenly equal to those of distilled water and 8 

Wt% methanol, respectively by Notz et al. (1991). No predictions by the commercial 

packages were reported for these systems (Notz et al., 1991). 

In the above comparison the model developed in this work was found as reliable as, if not 

superior than, the four commercial packages, with the extra benefit of thermodynamic 

consistency. The model showed its capability in calculating the hydrate free zone for 

complex systems where methanol plus formation water were present. None of the 

commercial models are reported to be able to predict the hydrate free zone in the presence 

mixed electrolyte solutions, or the combined effect of methanol and formation water. 

Almost in all cases the model over-predicted hydrate dissociation pressure, particularly 

for data presented by Notz et al., (1991), which might be due to non-equilibrium 

conditions. Notz et aI., (1991) reported a typical lime cycle of 10 hours for each cooling 

and heating cycle used to measure a hydrate point. It has been shown that the required 

time to attain equilibrium could be as high as several days at some conditions (Tohidi et 

al., 1994). 
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6.7. FLASH CALCULATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF GAS HYDRATES 

There is very little information available in the literature on the amount and composition 

of the phases in systems with hydrates (Dharmawardhana et al., 1980, Holder et al., 

1984), reflecting the difficulty of isolating and sampling different phases. Burgass (1995) 

has conducted a series of compositional tests in the presence of gas hydrates. He initially 

investigated the formation of hydrates in a number of binary mixtures. For both practical 

and theoretical reasons, xenon was chosen as one of the components of the binary 

mixtures used in the compositional work (Burgass, 1995). 

Burgass (1995) performed compositional studies for three binary systems CI/Xe, C2/Xe 

(structure-I) and C:,IXe (structure-II) with distilled water to generate information on the 

amount and composition of hydrates. Later, the method was successfully adapted to 

propane in the presence of electrolyte solutions, a multi-component gas mixture in the 

presence of pure and Forties formation water (Table-6.7), and a North Sea gas-condensate 

in the presence of pure water and methanol solution (Burgass, 1995). 

The experimental and predicted dissociation conditions for a typical C I/Xe mixture are 

presented in Figure-6.52 and good agreement is demonstrated. The results for the 

compositional test on the C l/Xe binary are reported in Table-6.1 O. The model slightly 

over-predicts the amount of hydrates formed. The predicted composition of different 

phases and the amount of vapour phase are in good agreement with the experimental data. 

The results of compositional tests on the amount of propane hydrates formed in the 

presence of single and mixed electrolyte solutions are presented in Table-6.11. Although 

the system was found to be very sensitive to P and T, the results are in good agreement 

with the experimental data, with the exception of the 20.03 Wt% NaCI solution. As 

presented in column-6 and 7 of the Tablc-6.11, the experimental and predicted salt 

concentrations in the free water are 21.324 and 22.178 Wt~, respectively. Column-IO of 

this table shows an error of 54~. Considering the high concentration of NaCI and the 
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low temperature, it is our opinion that a significant proportion of this error is due to the 

precipitation of NaCl. 

The results for real reservoir fluids, including a gas mixture and a North Sea gas

condensate with pure and formation water and methanol, are presented next. The 

composition of the gas mixture and the gas-condensate is given in Table-6.8. The gas

condensate has a dew point of 42.62 MPa at 377.15 K. Table-6.7 presents the 

composition of Forties formation water. 

Figure-6.53 shows the expedmental and predicted dissociation conditions for the dry gas 

mixture in the presence of pure water and Forties fOimation water. The maximum error 

in predicting the potential hydrate formation temperature is less than 0.5 K. The 

equilibrium conditions for the two compositional tests on the gas mixture are also 

presented in the above figure, and are 0.65 MPa and 1.0 MPa inside the hydrate region 

for pure water and formation water, respectively. 

Table-6.12 presents the results of the compositional tests on the gas mixture in the 

presence of pure water in the L 1-H-V three phase region. The predicted amount and 

composition of the vapour phase are in good agreement with the experimental values. 

The experimental and predicted compositions of the gas in hydrates are in acceptable 

agreement with the exception of C2 and C02. The reason for this discrepancy is not yet 

clear, though it could be due to experimental error, or error in calculating the C2 

solubility in the free water. Comparison between the composition of the vapour phase 

and the gas in hydrates shows that, although the concentrations of light compounds of Cl 

and C02 are lower in the hydrate gas, the concentrations of intermediates are 

significantly higher than those in the vapour phase. In the case of C3, the concentration 

has increased from 1.67 to 17.29 mole%. 
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Table-6.13 presents the results of the compositional test on the dry gas mixture in the 

presence of Forties formation water (Table-6.7). The experimental and predicted 

compositions of the vapour phase are in very good agreement, with some deviations in 

the concentration of C3. This could be due to the collection of some hydrate particles 

during the sampling of the vapour phase. Note that the concentration of C3 in the 

hydrates is significantly higher than that of the equilibrium vapour phase. The 

experimental and predicted amount of vapour in equilibrium with other phases are in 

good agreement. Considering the experimental and predicted composition of gas in 

hydrates, again the largest deviations are in C2 and C02. and the experimental result for 

the latter was not reliable. This table also shows that the experimental and predicted 

amount of hydrate phase are in good agreement. 

Figure-6.53 shows some deviations between the experimental and predicted dissociation 

conditions of the gas mixture in the presence of Forties fOimation water. This paragraph 

examines the effect of such elTor in predicting the hydrate phase equilibrium line on the 

results of the compositional test. Figure-6.53 shows that the predicted dissociation 

pressures at the cell equilibrium temperature for Forties formation water is 0.15 MPa 

higher than the measured value. Implementing that deviation by calculating the 

equilibrium at 0.15 MPa higher than the test pressure, the mole percent of the vapour and 

hydrate phases will be 15.20 and IOA1, respectively. This reduces the deviation between 

the measured and predicted mole percents of vapour and hydrate phases from 0.29 and 

0.67 to 0.14 and 0.45, respectively. 

The gas-condensate heavy end was characterised as normal hexadecane by matching the 

predicted and measured dew points. Figure-6.54 presents the hydrate dissociation 

conditions for the gas-condensate in the presence of pure water and 30.5 Wt% methanol 

solution. The predicted dissociation conditions are in good agreement with the 

experimental values and the maximum elTor in predicting the potential hydrate formation 

temperature is about I K. In order ~o predict the amount of hydrates formed within the 
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hydrate region, the model was initially tuned by matching the dissociation pressure to 

measured values by adjusting the concentration of the inhibitors. A 29 Wt% methanol 

solution resulted in a predicted dissociation pressure of 4.351 MPa compared to the 

experimental value of 4.185 MPa at 272.15 K. The equilibrium conditions for the two 

compositional tests for the gas-condensate in the four phase L l-L2-H-V region are also 

shown in the figure, and are 0.45 MPa and 0.63 MPa inside the hydrate region for pure 

water and the 29 Wt% methanol solution, respectively. The predicted and measured 

results of the compositional tests on the gas-condensate in the presence of water and 

methanol are presented in Table-6.14. Calculated vapour compositions, mole percent 

vapour and the amount of water converted to hydrates are in good agreement with the 

experimental data. 

Visual Technique and Electrolyte Solutions 

The hydrate formation condition depends on many factors (e.g. the degree of sub-cooling, 

the history of water, the presence of foreign materials). Therefore, the experimental 

determination of the hydrate phase boundary is performed hy measuring the hydrate 

dissociation (rather than formation) conditions (pressure and temperature). Two different 

methods, i.e. pressure search or temperature search, are used in the determination of 

hydrate dissociation conditions. In the pressure search method, the cell temperature is 

kept constant and the pressure is adjusted, till only a small amount of hydrates are present 

in the cell. The temperature and pressure are then recorded as one point on hydrate phase 

boundary. A typical pressure search method, as reported by Dholabhai et al. (1993, 

1994), is as follows: 

"Approximately 115 cm3 qf the solutiol1 (H'oter-rich phase) was charged into the cell, and 

the solutiol1 H'as cooled dOWI1 to the required temperature. Once the desired temperature 

was reached, the pressure in the cell was increased beyond the expected equilibrium 

value by introducing the gas from the cylinder. When the hydrates were formed, the 

pressure W{lS reduced to a value slight!.v less than the expected equilibrium pressure by 
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venting out the excess gas. The system was then left to equilibrate. If the temperature 

and pressure of the system remained constant for 3-4 hours with a negligibly small 

quantity of the hydrates present in the solution, the const(fnt pressure and temperature 

were taken as the equilibrium conditions and the experiment was terminated. If the 

system pressure was higher than the equilibrium pressure, then the pressure was 

readjusted to a lower value. On the other hand, if all the hydrates were decomposed, 

then the hydrates were formed again as described above, the pressure was adjusted to a 

value slightly higher than that at which all the hydrates had decomposed, and the 

observation was continued." 

The above pressure search method has several shortcomings, such as: 

- It cannot be applied to liquid hydrocarbon systems. 

- For gas mixtures, it is difficult to specify the com position of the feed and only the 

vapour phase composition can be measured. It is also impossible to perform a test for 

a given composition. Therefore, purging the vapour phase (for reducing the system 

pressure) will change the overall feed composition, since the vapour composition will 

change upon hydrate formation. 

In order to overcome the above shortcomings, the pressure search method could be 

modified by avoiding the removal or addition of gas, and adjusting the pressure by other 

means (using mercury or a variable volume cell), which is beyond the interest of this 

discussion. 

In addition to the above, there are two more shortcomings in the above procedure. 

Firstly, the amount of the water-rich phase is significant and 3-4 hours time for achieving 

equilibrium could be insufficient in some cases. In a recent publication (Tohidi et aI., 

1994), it was shown that the time required for achieving the equilibrium is a direct 

function of the amount of water us~d in the experiment. However, the amount of water 

should be enough to allow the formation of a sufficient amount of gas hydrates. 
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Secondly, only visual techniques can be used in determination of the hydrate dissociation 

pressure. As discussed later in this section, the visual techniques could be seriously 

misleading in electrolyte solutions. 

The other widely used method is the so-called temperature search technique. In this 

method, after loading the cell, the cell temperature is lowered to allow the gas hydrates to 

form. Then the temperature is raised stepwise and the hydrate dissociation pressure is 

determined by visual or/and graphical methods. A typical temperature search method is 

described in the following paragraph (Tohidi et al., 1994): 

"Once the cell was charged with water (approximately 20 grams) and the test gas, the 

temperature was lowered to form hydrates (with the cell content being mixed). Their 

formation was confirmed by a rapid pressure drop. The temperature was raised 

stepwise, allowing at least 3 hours for equilibrium to be reached at each temperature. 

The temperature and pressure were logged continuously and the equilibrium data was 

plotted on a scatter-gram. The point at which the slope (~f the P=f(T) curve sharply 

changed was considered as the hydrate dissociation point. /I Figure-6.55 shows typical 

results from temperature search method and the graphical technique in determining the 

hydrate dissociation point. As shown in the figure, after sufficient cooling the pressure 

drops significantly upon hydrate formation. The temperature is increased stepwise, 

allowing sufficient time at each step. As hydrates dissociate, gas is released to the vapour 

phase and the pressure increases gradually. In this case, the pressure drops again due to 

the formation of structure-H hydrates and when all hydrates dissociate the pressure 

increase trend changes slope sharply. The point of sharp change in the slope of P vs T 

plot is the point where last hydrate crystal dissociates is one point on the hydrate phase 

boundary. 

Therefore, the techniques in finding the hydrate dissociation points can also be divided 

into two groups, i.e. visual and graphical. In the visual techniques, the dissociation point 
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is the point at which a small amount of gas hydrate is present. This negligibly small 

amount is, in fact, left to individual judgement. In addition, most hydrate cells 

(Dholabhai et al., 1993, 1994) have windows for visual observation, and there could be 

some hydrates present in other places (not visible through the window). However, the 

graphical techniques have their own shortcomings, e.g. they are not applicable to cases 

with no vapour phase, and the amount of water in the cell and the time for achieving 

equilibrium are more important (Tohidi ef al., 1994). 

In the visual techniques, the presence of a negligible amount of hydrates, means that the 

system is inside the hydrate phase boundary, as some hydrates are present. In normal 

cases where there is no salt (or any other inhibitor) in the water-rich phase, this deviation 

from the hydrate phase boundary is usually negligible. However, this is not the case for 

electrolyte solutions as the deviation from the hydrate phase boundary increases with the 

salt concentration and is significant for concentrated salt solutions. In this section, it is 

shown that using visual techniques for measuring the hydrate dissociation condition in 

the presence of electrolyte solutions could be misleading. Generally in saline water 

(particularly high salt concentrations), the fonnation of any gas hydrates will increase the 

salt concentration in the free water, as salt is excluded from hydrate structure. This 

inhibits the formation of more hydrates, so the system has to be cooled down again, in 

order for more hydrates to be fonned. 

Using the pressure search method and visual techniques, Dholabhai et at., (1993) 

measured the dissociation conditions for C02 simple gas hydrates in the presence of 

aqueous NaCI solutions, as presented in Figure-6.56. The model predictions (taking into 

account the change in the gas solubility due to the presence of the electrolyte) are also 

presented in the above figure. The predictions deviate from experimental data as a 

function of salt concentration and pressure, i.c. the deviations increase with increasing 

salt concentration or pressure. We want to show that some of the deviations are due to 

the error induced in hydrate phase boundary measurement by visual techniques. 
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Table-6.15 presents the hydrate phase fraction for C02 00% C02 + 90% water in the 

feed) gas hydrates in the presence of different salt concentrations. In doing so, referring 

to Figure-6.56 a horizontal line is passed at P=2 MPa and the approximate hydrate 

dissociation temperature has been found for different salt concentrations. These 

temperatures are used to calculate the hydrate dissociation pressure, P. The temperature 

is reduced by 0.5 K and tlash calculations are performed, the results of which are 

presented in Table-6.15. In other words, Table-6.1S shows the hydrate phase fraction at 

the points which are O.S K inside hydrate phase boundary for different salt 

concentrations. 

In Table-6.1S column-2 shows the approximate hydrate dissociation temperatures at 2 

MPa pressure for 3, S, 10, IS, and 20 Wt% NaCI solutions (column-I), respectively (also 

shown graphically in Figure-6.S6). Column-3 presents the hydrate dissociation pressure 

corresponding to the temperatures of column-2 for different salt concentrations. 

Assuming O.S K sub-cooling and a feed of 10% C02, the system is flashed at P and T 

(columns-3 and 4). The Hydrate (H), Water (W), and Vapour (V) phase fractions are 

reported in columns-S to 7. Finally, column-8 shows the resulting salt concentrations in 

the water-rich phase. The results in column-S are very interesting and agree with the 

previous observations. As shown in column-S, for O.S K sub-cooling the hydrate phase 

fractions would be 0.29, 0.20, 0.11, 0.06, and OJ)4 for 3, 5, 10, IS, and 20 Wt% NaCI 

solutions, respectively. Consequently, if a phase fraction of 0.05 is necessary to detect 

the hydrate dissociation conditions by visual techniques, mure sub-cooling is needed at 

high salt concentrations. 

The above argument proves that visual techniques are not suitable for high salt 

concentrations and they may lead to serious errors. One may argue that a phase fraction 

of 0.05 for hydrates is far too much and one must he ahle to detect much smaller amounts 

of hydrates visually. As mentioned earlier, most hydrate cells designed for visual 

determination of the hydrate phase houndary, have small windows for safety reasons (in 
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this particular case the cell was equipped with two marine-type windows) and it is not 

possible to see everywhere in the cell. In addition, when the system is close to the 

dissociation point. significant amount of hydrates could be present in the form of small 

particles dispersed in the water phase. 

As mentioned before (abo shown in Figure-6.S6), the d~viation between experimental 

and calculated hydrate points increases as pressure increases. In the above experiment, 

higher pressures are equivalent to a higher mole fraction of C02 in the feed, as the 

amount of water was about lIS cm3 in all cases. The mole percent of C02 is assumed to 

be 5. 10, and 15 for 1, 2, and 3 MPa pressure, respectively. Obviously, these are 

approximate calculations. as more accurate information on the cell volume and the 

amount of water is required to calculate the amount of C02 in the feed at any given P and 

T. However. the approximation can show the trend. Table-6.16 shows the amount of 

hydrates formed for 0.5 K sub-cooling at different pressures and in the presence of 20 

Wt~} NaCI solution. 

As shown in column-5 of the above tabl~, the amount of hydrate formed for 0.5 K sub

cooling will decrease with an increase in pressure (amount of C02), so more sub-cooling 

is required at high pressures compared to low pressures for each salt concentration. 

Therefore. using visual techniques will lead to more ~rror at higher pressures, as shown in 

Figure-6.S6. This might explain the deviation in the experimental and predicted hydrate 

phase boundaIies in Figures-6.28 and 6.38. 

Figure-6.57 shows the exp~rimental and predicted inhibition ~ffect of NaCI aqueous 

solutions for ethane simple hydrates. Two sets of experimental data have beer. reported 

by Englezos and Bishnoi, (1991), and Burgass, (199S) for 20 Wtlk NaCI concentration. 

The two sets of experimental data do not agree with each other, and the model predictions 

are closer to those reported hy Burgass, (199S). It is interesting to know that Englezos 
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and Bishnoi have used visual techniques, whereas B urgass has used graphical method. 

The error in the first set of data could be due to the error induced by visual techniques. 

6.8. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the wide range of temperature, salt concentrations, and type of data, the model 

was found to be very successful in predicting the phase behaviour of electrolyte solutio:1s, 

i.e. water vapour pressure and freezing point depressions due to the presence of salts, and 

gas solubility in saline water. 

Particular attention was given to the hydrate inhihition effect of electrolyte solutions as 

this was the main objective of this work. As shown in this chapter, the model is able to 

predict the hydrate inhibition effect of saline water on all synthetic and real reservoir 

fluids, including gas mixtures, gas-condensate s~l(npks, and black oil samples. The 

model was also successful in predicting the comhined inhibition effect of a formation 

water plus methanol. Comparison of the model with 4 commercial packages showed that 

the developed model is as reliable as, if not superior to them and also benefits from 

thermodynamic consistency. In addition, none of the commercial packages is reported to 

be able to predict the hydrate inhi bi lion effect of mixed electrolyte solutions and 

combined effect of methanol and formation water. 

In relation to the amount of hydrates formed, synthetic and real reservoir tluids, including 

a dry gas and a gas-condensate, in different production scenarios, such as in the presence 

of condensed water, methanol, or formation water, have heen investigated. The model 

predictions are compared with the experimental data and good agreement is 

demonstrated. 

The ability of predicting thl' amount of hydrates in the PI\~Sl'nCe of electrolyte solutions, 

showed that visual techniques are not suitahIc for determining the phase boundary in the 

presence of electrolyte solutions, particularly at high salt concl'ntrations and pressures. 
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Comparison of the predicted results by the model with different sets of experimental data 

suggests that the model can be used as a reliable design tool in the production and 

I I 

transportation of reservoir fluids in the presence of condensed water, formation water, 

methanol, and methanol plus formation water. 

******************************************** 

Table-6.1. Experimental and calculatedfreezing point depressions for binary and 

ternary salt solutions. 

Wt% 

Experimental Predicted 

NaCl KCl CaC12 MgC12 freezing point freezing point 

depression K. depression K. 

(±0.005) 

0.50 0.50 - - 0.522 0.434 

1.00 1.00 - - 1.048 1.027 

2.00 2.00 - - 2.120 2.248 

0.50 - 0.38 - 0.463 0.365 

1.00 - 0.75 - 0.924 0.865 

2.00 - l.51 - 1.768 l.930 

0.50 - - 0.23 0.416 0.329 

1.00 - - 0.47 0.830 0.789 

2.00 - - 0.94 1.68S 1.757 

0.30 0.33 - 0.16 0.434 0.318 

0.66 0.66 - 0.31 0.866 0.799 

l.33 1.33 - 0.63 1.7S1 l.793 

Table-62 C02 so/ubilitv in NoCI solutions . . . 

Wt% T, K P, MPa moleq, Exp mole%, Prcd 

10.0 274.1 1.752 1.20 l.18 

10.0 268.2 l.IOS 0.97 0.96 

IS.0 274.1 I.XS7 l. 00 1.03 

IS.0 268.3 1.162 0.79 0.X3 
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Table-6.3. C02 solubilin) in CaCI2 solutions 

Wt% T, K P, MPa moleCk, Exp mole%, Pred 

7.05 273.2 1.675 1.36 1.36 

7.05 266.4 0.910 1.00 1.01 

13.65 273.2 2.027 1.28 1.18 

13.65 266.4 1.076 0.82 0.87 

Tabfe-6.4. C02 solubilitv in KCf aqueous solufions. 

Wt~) T, K P, MPa mo1e%, Exp mole%, Pred 

5.0 298.2 4.937 1.96 1.96 

5.0 323.2 5.033 1.31 1.31 

5.0 348.2 5.130 1.02 0.98 

10.0 298.1 4.826 1.77 1.76 

10.0 323.2 4.840 1.17 1.19 

10.0 348.3 4.930 0.91 0.90 

15.0 298.2 4.688 1.61 1.61 

15.0 323.2 4.537 1.04 1.05 

15.0 348.4 4.930 0.82 0.84 

20.0 298.2 4.799 1.51 1.54 

20.0 323.2 4.971 1.03 1.03 

20.0 348.2 4.688 0.73 0.72 

7.0 273.2 1.317 1.27 1.26 

7.0 266.5 0.855 1.06 1.07 

14.0 273.2 1.882 1.52 1.50 

14.0 266.5 1.172 1.26 1.24 

Table-6.S. Experimental (Ind predicted C02 solubilin' in mixed electrolwe solutions. 

NaCl, KCl, CaC}; 
~, 

T, p, moleCk , molcl,/; , 

Wt<7f WtlJr Wt~) K MPa Exp Pred 

1.99 1.99 1.99 273.2 1.544 1.34 1.37 

1.99 1.99 1.99 298.1 1.6()6 0.66 0.71 

2.99 2.99 2.99 273.2 1.558 1.22 1.2.+ 

2.99 2.99 2.99 298.1 1.620 0.66 0.65 
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Table-6.6. Experimental and predicted CH4 solubilifY in mixed electrolwe solutions . . 

NaCl, KCl, CaC12, T, P, mole%, mole%, 
Wt~) Wt~) Wt%1 K MPa Exp Pred 

- - - 298.15 3.795 0.087 0.084 

5.158 6.580 - 298.15 3.795 (l051 0.047 

4.997 - 9.491 273.2 1.558 <>'039 0.037 

Table-6.7. Composition ofsvnthefic and Forties formation water. 

Synthetic Forties 

Formation Water Formation Water 

Salt Wt9( Wt% 

NaCI 8.460 6.993 

CaC12 3.043 0.735 

MgCI2 0.865 0.186 

KCl - (U)66 

SrC12 - 0.099 

BaC12 - 0.036 

~ hi 68 C a e- . ompOSI flon ( I ~) f mo e '0 0 I I hi k '1* ~([S /7llxture, ~([S-c(}/U ensate, anG ac' 01 
, 

Black Oil¥ Component Gas Mixture Gas-cond~nsale T 

N2 0.72 0.58 

CO2 l.31 2.38 

CI 85.93 73.95 

C2 6.75 7.51 

C3 3.13 4.08 

i-C4 0.71 0.61 

n-C4 0.88 l.58 

i-CS - 0.50 

n-Cs 0.57 0.7-+ 

C6s - 0.89 

C7+ - 7.19 

* Data from R. W. Burgass, (1995). 

t A hOLtom hole sample with the dew point of 42.62 f\lPa at _~77 .15 K. 

¥ Buhhle point was measured as 9.-+ II MPa at 373.15 K. 
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* 

Table-6.9. * Composition (mole%) of produced Ras, Ras-condensate, and black oil . 

Produced Gas Gas-condensate Black Oil 

CO2 0.18 1.34 1.93 

Cl 87.76 77.24 49.25 

C2 5.49 7.61 9.58 

C3 3.48 3.69 7.21 

i-C4 - 0.56 1.06 

n-C4 3.c)9 1.40 3.50 

i-C5 - CUB 0.05 

n-C5 - 0.89 2.45 

C6s - 0.67 2.18 

C7+ - 6.57 22.79 
,~"'-.-.<..~ 

Fluid MWt 19.1 30.7 68.0 

C7+ MWt - 174 204 

C7+ Sp. Gr. - 0.8096 0.8350 

Data from Notz et a/., (1991). 

Table-6.] O. Experimental and predicted equilibrium phase mole fractions and phase 

compositions (mole fractions) for C llXe gas hydrates in the L]-H- V region. 

Cell conditions at eQuilibrium T=2R6.05 K, P=2.406 MPa 

Feed 

Exp 
Pred 

Exp 

Prcd 

Exp 

Prcd 

Methane Xenon Water 

0.0858 0.0286 

Phase compositions 

Methane Xenon 

0.7941 

0.8089 

0.0379 

0.0375 

Vapour 

Hrtir(/te 

Phase mole fractions 

vanour 

O.lO44 

0.1016 
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Wat~r 
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TabZe-6.11. Feed composirlOn. equilibrium conditions. ond results (~f compositional tests 

for C3 hvdrores in the presence of eh:cfrolvre solurion.!). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salt(s) Wt%J Teq. Peg. C3. Exp. Pred. Exp. Pred. 100 

salt K MPa mok Wt% Wt% Hyd. Hyd. (Hpre-

original Ck, of salt of sal t phase phase Hexp)/ 

solution in free in free fraction fraction Hexp 

water water 

CaCl2 7.274 272.15 0.317 3.248 8.533 8.607 0.163 0.171 5.224 

CaCl2 11.343 269.35 0.310 3.639 12.265 12.276 0.088 0.087 -1.068 

CaCl2 15.121 265.95 0.324 3.783 16.346 16.217 0.089 0.81u -9.l54 

NaCl 3,(>78 273.15 0.255 2.968 3.914 3.958 0.226 0.236 4.393 

NaCI 20.03 260.05 0.283 3.646 21.324 22.178 0.080 0.124 53.868 

KCl 9.976 270.75 0.290 3.834 12.245 12.184 0.210 0.205 -2.279 

KCl 15.067 268.55 0.296 4.777 16.829 16.865 0.125 0.126 1.180 

NaCI 4.820 271.15 0.324 2.940 5.589 5.607 0.154 0.158 2.088 

CaC12 3.710 4.301 4.316 

NaCI 5.109 270.15 0.296 3.107 5.863 5.870 0.149 0.148 -0.448 

KCl 5.109 5.863 5.870 
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Table-6.12. Results qf compositional tests on multi-component gas mixture in the 

f presence 0 pure water. 

Cell condition at equiliblium, T=284.8 K, P=3.591 MPa 

Moles water/moles gas mixture=5.029 

Composition (mole%) of vapour phase and gas released from 

hydrates on a nitrogen and water free basis 

Component Vapour Vapour Hydrate Hydrate 

Exp. Pred. Exp. Pred. 

CO2 1.68 1.24 0.37 0.65 

Cl 88.57 89.21 67.89 63.52 

C2 6.47 6.20 8.63 12.34 

C3 1.67 1.60 17.29 17.35 

i-C4 0.29 0.32 4.54 4.29 

n-C4 0.80 0.79 1.28 1.85 

n-C5 0.52 0.64 - -

Experimental and predicted mole % of equilibrium phases 

Phase Experimental Predicted 

Vapour 14.85 14.88 

Hydrate 11.63* 12.28 

Water 73.52 72.84 

Moles of gas in hydrates 0.022 OJ)22 

* Calculated by assuming 100% cage occupancy and using measured volume of gas in 

hydrates. Measurement for water bonded into hydrates failed due to the contamination 

in the free water sample. 
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Table-6.13. Results of compositional tests on multi-component gas mixture in the 

presence 0 f F . fi orfles ormatlO/1 woter. 

Cell condition at equiliblium, T=2R4.5 K, P=5.366 MPa 

Moles water/moles gas mixture=4.987 

Composition (moleSlr,) of vapour phase and gas released from 

hydrates on a nitrogen and water free basis 

Component Vapour Vapour Hydrate Hydrate 

Exp. Pred. Exp. Pred. 

CO2 1.28 1.2~ - 0.6~ 

Cl 87.4~ 8R.47 69.9() 65.00 

C2 6.47 6.42 ~L54 11.31 

C3 3.04 1.99 16.69 17.35 

i-C4 0.40 0.42 ~.73 4.24 

n-C4 0.85 0.84 1.14 1.47 

n-C5 0.5~ O.6~ 0 0 

Experimental and predicted mole % of equilibrium phases 

Phase Exp~rimen tal Predicted 

Vapour 15.06 15.35 

Hydrate 9.96 9.29 

Water 74.98 75.36 

Moles gas released from 0.019 0.016 

hydrates 
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Table-6.14. Comparison (~f experimental and calculated equilibrium vapour phase 

compo5ition5(moleCI£)andmole\'wat r t It h I fi 1 . c . . e conver e{ 0 W rate or gas-conG ensate. 

Pure Water Water/Methanol 

T=283.25 K, P=2.848 MPa T=270.22 K, P=4.027 MPa 

Moles water/moles gas- Moles water/moles gas-

condensate= 13.354 condensate=3.632 

Component Ex penmen tal Predicted Experimental Predicted 

N2 0.65 0.74 0.96 0.72 

CO2 1.76 2.08 1.99 2.30 

Cl 86.46 86.76 86.88 86.76 

C2 7.29 7.17 6.92 7.12 

C3 2.03 1.92 1.94 2.17 

i-C4 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.21 

n-C4 0.69 0.72 0.41 0.48 

i-C5 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.07 

n-C5 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.08 

C6+ 0.63 (Un ().44 (UB 

MeOH - - 0.13 0.04 

H2O - 0.05 - 0.01 

Mole%l vapour 5.30 5.26 13.68 14.57 

Moles of water ()'042 0.046 ()'O48 0.046 

converted to (+ n.OO7) (± 0.0(5) 

hydrates 

Table-6.15. Flash calculations in the presence qf C02 gas hydraTes at different NaCI 

concel1 tra tirms. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

WtCk) Hyd. Hyd/Flash Flash H, Phase W, Phase V, Phase Final Salt 

Temp, K Press, MPa Temp, K Frac. Frac. Frac. Wt% 

3.0 276.0 2.002 275.5 O.29(j984 0.655789 0.047227 4.41 

5.0 275.0 1.974 274.5 0. 20492() 0.735272 0.059808 6.14 

10.0 272.8 1.9l)O 272.3 ().l ()(j 782 0.819038 0.07418 11.01 

15.0 270.0 1.972 269.5 0. ()(j2334 (U';5617<.J 0.081487 15.S0 

20.0 266.5 1.973 266.0 0. 03C)(j20 0.874759 0.085622 20.62 
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Table-6.16. Flash calculations in the presence qf C02 gas hydrates at 20 Wt% NaCl 

I' I dIfi .\'0 utlOn (J11( I erent pressures. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

App. P, Hyd. HydlFlash Flash H, Phase W, Phase V, Phase Final Salt 

MPa Temp., K Press, MPa Temp., K Frac. Frac. Frac. Wt% 

1 260.5 1.007 260.0 0.042527 0.919805 0.037668 20.634 

2 266.5 1.973 266.0 (J.039620 0.874759 0.085622 20.622 

3 269.5 2.866 269.0 0.036838 0.828419 0.134743 20.612 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 

WORK 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Thermodynamic Description of the Phases 

In Chapter-2 the two approaches to the hydrate phase equilibria, namely, conventional 

and the general multi-phase tlash (GMPF) have been brietly discussed. An equation of 

state (PR or VPT) has been used in modelling all tluid phases (vapour, liquid 

hydrocarbon, and water-rich). Hydrate phases (structure-I, II, and H) have been 

modelled by the ideal solution theory, and ice has been treated as a sub-cooled liquid. 

For both EoS, the water vapour pressure data has been used in the temperature range of 

258.15 K to 374.15 K (instead of the conventional approach of using water vapour 

pressure data from boiling point to the critical point) to optimise the water parameters. 

This modification significantly improved the calculated fugacity at low temperatures, 

particularly for the PR EoS. 

The correlation for calculating the icc vapour pressure was also improved hy the usc of 

ice vapour pressure data in the range of 183.15 to 273.15 K (-9() to ()OC). The latest data 

on ice volume was employed in developing a new con·elation. 



Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

Determination of the Kihara Parameters 

In Chapter-3 the Kihara potential parameters were determined for common hydrate 

formers, i.e. methane, ethane, propane, i-butane, n-butane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen 

sulphide, and nitrogen. A number of methods were applied to determine a consistent 

and unique set of potential parameters for the above hydrate fOlming gases. In doing so, 

xenon was first used as a key component to optimise the parameters for other gases. This 

attempt was partially successful. Later propane was used as the key component and the 

Kihara parameters of methane, ethane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, nitrogen, and 

xenon were optimised by using the data of both structures. For determining the Kihara 

parameters for other compounds, the conventional minimisation of the objective function 

was employed. The following conclusions can be drawn from the application of the 

above methodology. 

(1) The potential parameters of molecules capable of forming only one hydrate 

structure as simple hydrates cannot be determined from their hydrate dissociation 

pressure data alone. Though a solution to the optimisation problem may be found, this 

solution can be shown to be non-unique. More importantly, the so-obtained "optimum" 

solution, when applied to multicomponent systems may lead to incorrect predictions. 

(2) If compositional data of simple hydrates, indicating the cage occupancy ratios, 

are available then the proper potential parameters can be id~ntified. The weak point of 

this method is that it requires highly accurate compositional data which are hard to 

generate. 

(3) An alternative ml'lhod was developed for the determination of the Kihara 

potential parameters uf hydrate formers which enter two structures. This method is 

practically useful wl1l'n accurate compositional data are not availahle. As we 

demonstrated it is possible to locate accurately the unique setl)f potential parameters by 

using the plots of optimised pairs in two structurl'S. 
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(4) 

parameters of components forming only one hydrate structure. They could be optimised 

using the binary data with other compounds, and minimising the difference between 

experimental and predicted dissociation pressures. 

(5) The above approach gives a unique opportunity for determining the Kihara 

potential parameters for compounds, such as cyclopropane, that form simple gas 

hydrates and change hydrate structure with temperature. For example, cyclopropane 

changes hydrate structure from I to II as a function of temperature. Hypothetically, it 

must be possible to find the optimised set of Kihara parameters by using the dissociation 

pressure data for the two hydrate structures. 

(6) Low temperature (l00 K) X-ray diffraction shows that nitrogen fOlms structure-II 

gas hydrates. However, this study suggests that nitrogen may form structure-I gas 

hydrates in the L 1-V -H region. 

Modelling the Heavy Hydrate Formers 

Until recently, n-butane was regarded as the heaviest compound capable of hydrate 

formation and anything heavier than that as a non-hydrate former. Recent studies, 

particularly after the discovery of structure-H gas hydrates, showed that compounds as 

heavy as methylcyclohexane are capable of hydrate formation. This could have 

significant effect on the hydrate phase boundary and phase equilibria for oil and gas

condensate streams which contain significant amounts of these intermediate/heavy 

compounds. 

In Chapter<~, some of these heavy hydrate formers (HHF) forming structure-II and H 

have been modelled. Their mutual soluhilities with water and the vapour-lilluid equilihlia 

data with methane and nitrogen were employed to find the hinary interaction parameters 

(BIP). Finally, using hydrate dissociation pressure data, the Kihara parameters for the 
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HHF were optimised. A number of conclusions can he drawn, as a result of the ahove 

work. 

(1) The phase behaviour of heavy hydrate formers-water systems can he modelled 

with a cubic equation of state with non-random mixing rules. Non-density dependent 

mixing rules have been used in this work which resulted in a good agreement between the 

predicted and expelimental data. 

(2) The hydrate model for the HHF has heen successfully validated against 

independent data. The HHF significantly reduced the hydrate free zone for the systems 

studied in this work. This shows that the effect of HHF in the determination of the 

hydrate phase boundary cannot be ignored. 

Modelling Electrolyte Solutions 

In Chapter-5, single and mixed electrolyte solutions and gas soluhility in saline water 

were modelled. To take into account the effect of salts in water-rich phase, the EoS has 

been combined with the Debye-Hiickel electrostatic telm. The electrostatic telm has one 

adjustable parameter, and represents the interaction hetween salt and a non-electrolyte 

(water or gas). 

Two approaches have been implemented in determining the water-salt interaction 

coefficients. First, water vapour pressure depression data was used at different 

temperatures and salt concentrations. The main difficulty with this approach is the lack of 

reliable experimental data. The resulting parameters were used to predict the freezing 

point of different electrolyte solutions. The good agreement hetween the predictions and 

the experimental data, encouraged the use of more readily available freezing point 

depression data. In the second approach, only water vapour depression pressure data at 

373.15 K and freezing point data for single electrolyte slliutions were used in the 

optimisation of the water-salt interaction coefficients. 
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The gas sol ubilities in single electrolyte solutions have been used in finding the gas-salt 

interaction coefficient. In all cases, the interaction coefficients were cunsidered to be a 

function of temperature and salt concentration. The model has also been extended to 

mixed electrolyte solutions. The main conclusions are as follows: 

(1) The electrolyte solutions could be modelled by adding an electrostatic term to 

EoS. The model used in this study has only one adjustahle parameter, representing the 

interaction between the salt and non-electrolytes. 

(2) The two approaches used in the optimisation of the water-salt interaction 

coefficients produced similar results. The second approach, however, is preferred as it 

uses only two readily availahle sets of data, i.e. vapour pressure depression at 373.15 K 

and freezing point depression of single electrolyte solutions. 

(3) The gas solubility model could he used independently to calculate the gas 

solubility in saline water over a wide range of temperature (260-420 K) and salt 

concentration, e.g. low temperature hydrate phase equilihria or high temperature gas 

soluhility in formation water calculations. 

(4) As a result of the extension of the model to mixed electrolyte solutions and its 

rigorous thermodynamic approach, the model could he used in more realistic production 

scenarios, e.g. hydrate phase houndary for oil in the presence of formation water or 

fOimation water plus methanol. 

Validation of the Model 

In Chapter-6, a wide range of experimental data have heen used in the validation of the 

model. Also, the validation is planned to show the capahilities of the model as a design 

tool for suh-sea transmission lines and process facilitieS. In doing su. the two approaches, 

in avoiding hydrate prohlems, i.e. avoiding hydrate formation or transferring them as 
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slurry, are addressed. Therefore, first the accuracy of the model in predicting the hydrate 

phase boundary is examined and then the predicted amount of hydrates (to he transferred 

as slurry) is compared with the limited availahle experimental data. 

All the data used in the validation of the model, with the exception of the gas soluhility in 

single electrolyte solutions, were independent data. These data include, the vapour 

pressure and freezing point of aqueous electrolyte solutions, the gas soluhility in saline 

water, the hydrate inhibition effect of electrolyte solutions, and the amount and 

composition of different phases in the presence of gas hydrates. The model was also 

compared with four leading commercial packages. The following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

(1) The model developed in this work is able to predict vapour pressure and freezing 

point depression of aqueous single and mixed electrolyte solutions over a wide range of 

temperature and salt concentrations. 

(2) The model reliably predicts the gas soluhility in electrolyte solutions over a wide 

range of temperature and salt concentrations. 

(3) The close agreement hetween experimental and predicted hydrate phase houndary 

for different types of synthetic and real reservoir tluids (particularly in the presence of 

pure water) demonstrates the success of the method used in the optimisation of the Kihara 

potential parameters. 

(4) The hydrate inhihition effect of single and mixed electrolyte solutions has heen 

modelled' successfully, as demonstrated hy comparing the experimental and predicted 

results. These include, predicting the hydrate phase houndary for pure, hinary, multi-

. d' d hl"k '1' tl' pl' 'S 'Ill'e uf singk and mixed component gas mixture, gas-con ensate an al 01 In lC l,l ' 

electrolyte solutions, ml'thano], and methanol plus formation water. 
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(5) In predicting the hydrate phase houndary for real reservoir fluids, i.e. a produced 

gas, a gas-condensate, and a hlack oil sample, the model predictions were compared with 

literature experimental data and four leading commercial packages. The results showed 

that the model is as good as, if not superior to the commercial packages, with the extra 

benefit of thermodynamic consistency. None of the commercial packages is reported to 

be able to calculate the comhined effect of methanol and fonnation hrine, which could be 

a real production scenario when the inhihition effect of the formation water is not 

adequate and methanol should he added to suppress hydrate formation. 

(6) In relation to the transfer of gas hydrates as slurry, the main information required 

for the design and operations of pipelines might he the amount of hydrates to be 

transferred. The developed model was employed to predict the amount of hydrates to be 

transferred (and the composition of different phases) for pure, binary, multi-component 

gas mixture, gas-condensate, in the presence of pure water, single electrolyte solutions, 

formation water, and methanol. The predictions were compared with the available 

experimental data which demonstrated the reliahility of the model. 

(7) In determining the hydrate dissociation point, two techniques are currently in use, 

i.e. visual and graphical. The ability of calculating the amount of hydrates in the presence 

of electrolyte solutions showed that, while the two techniques produce similar results in 

the presence of pure water~ the visual technique could he misleading in the presence of 

electrolyte solutions. The results showed that the deviation increases with an increase in 

salt concentration and system pressure. 

7.2. RECOMMENDA TJONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Thermodynamic Description of Fluid Phases 

Both the VPT and PR EoS could he used in the fugacity calculations. However, the PR 

EoS is limited to the classical mixing rules. The adaptation of non-random mixing rules 

in the PR EoS should improve the prediction 01 phase equilibria in the presL'l1cl' of water. 
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Liquid-Liquid equilihria for HHF and water showed that the non-density dependent 

mixing rules cannot predict the HHF soluhilities in water at high temperatures accurately. 

This shortcoming, though not of significant importance for predicting hydrate phase 

equilihria, could he further investigated for improving the mixing rules. 

For gas and gas-condensate streams, injection of methanol is the current practice for 

inhihiting hydrate formation or decomposing hydrate hlockage. The above streams. 

particularly gas-condensate, contain significant amounts of the HHF. More experimental 

and numerical work is required to determine the HHF-methanol BIP and to model the 

HHF/water/methanol system. 

In relation to modelling electrolyte solutions. new salts could he added to the lihrary 

(NaCI, KCI, CaCI2, MgCI2, SrCI2, KBr, NaF, BaCI2. and Na2S(4). More importantly, 

it will be interesting to present salts as ions, as the formation water composition is 

normally reported in the form of cations and anions, and not individual sal ts. This 

approach could he further improved hy modelling ions in the EoS formulation, which 

gives the ahility of predicting the possihle salt precipitation. 

The present gas soluhility predicts methane and carhon dioxide soluhility in single or 

mixed electrolyte solutions of NaCI, KCI, and CaCI2. The soluhility model could be 

further improved to include other salts and gases. Immediate candidates could he ethane, 

nitrogen, hydrogen sulphide among gases, and MgCI2, BaCl2 among salts. 

Hydrate Model 

In relation to the optimisation of the Kihara potential parameters. there are several areas 

for further development. After the discovery of structure-H gas hydrates, the hydrate 

fOlmers could he divided into the following groups: 
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Group-I, small molecules ( methane, ethane, nitrogen, carbon dioxide etc.) which can 

enter all three hydrate structures. 

Group-II, medium size molecules ( propane, i-butane, n-butane. benzene etc.) which can 

enter structure-II and structure-H gas hydrates. 

Group-III, large molecules (methylcyclopentane, methylcyclohexa:le, etc.) which can 

enter only structure-H gas hydrates. 

For optimising the Kihara parameters for group-I, several approaches are possible. For 

example, the novel method proposed in this work could be used to determine the Kihara 

potential parameters for compounds (such as cyclopropane) which form simple gas 

hydrates and change hydrate structure (l to II) with temperature. Hypothetically, it could 

be possible to detelmine the optimised set of Kihara potential parameters by intersecting 

the £IK vs a* plots obtained from dissociation pressure data. One can choose one of the 

following approaches to optimise the Kihara potential parameters for the group-I 

compounds: 

(1) Use cyclopropane as a key compound and determine the Kihara parameters for the 

group-I compounds. This approach requires experimental dissociation pressure data for 

binaries of cyclopropane/group-I hydrate fOllners in structure-II. 

(2) Ethane/propane binalies are reported to form both hydrate structures- I and II gas 

hydrates (Holder and Hand, 1982), depending on the relative concentrations. Therefore, 

if we determine the Kihara parameters for ethane (using its structure-II binaril's with 

cyclopropane), it would he possihle to optimise the Kihara parameLL'rs for propane. using 

the intersection of the plots for the two hydrate structures. In optimising the Kihara 

parameters for other compounds, propane could be used as the key compound. This 

approach needs only experimental data for the ethane/cyclopropane binalies. 
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(3) Use propane/cyclopropane binary dissociation data to optimise the Kihara 

Parameters for propane. This appI'()acl . ht h 
. 1 mig not e Successful, as it does not cause any 

structural change for propane. However, it can provide more reliable parameters for 

propane. 

For Group-II, as mentioned in Chapters-:~ and 4, the conventional minimisation of the 

objective function has been used in determining the Kihara potential parameters, as it is 

not possible to use the method proposed in this work. After the discovery of structure-H 

hydrates, it might be possible to use structure-H hydrates for further development of the 

above method. 

Ripmeester et al. (1991) have reported that cyclopentane forms stru<.:ture-II simple gas 

hydrates. B urgass ( 1995) has reported that cyc lopentane shows signs of structural <.:hange 

in its binaries with methane or nitrogen. Regarding the size of <.:ydopropane it is unlikely 

that this compound could form structurc- I gas hydrates. Therefore, the change in 

structure could be either from II to H, or from II to an unknown hydrate structure. Both 

possibilities are very interesting. If the change in hydrate stru<.:ture is from II to H, after 

determining the Kihara parameters for methane or ni trogen (say using cyclopropane as 

key compound), it could be possible to determine the parameters for cyclopentane by 

intersection of the plots for the two hydrate structures, i.e. II and H. The structure-H 

dissociation pressure data for methane (or n itrogen)/cyclopentaneigroup- II ternaries could 

then provide enough information to find the ElK vs a* plot in structure-H for group-II 

compounds. 

'" I f If cyclopentane is form ing an unknown hydrate structUJ'l', the E/ K vs a p ot or 

cyclopentane in mL'thandcyclopentaneimL'lhylcyclohexane tl'rJ1ary is expected to show a 

different pattern to that of methandcyclopentane structure-H. The change of hydrate 

, . ' 1...1 ,'I 1..., "1 IS' cy,'lohexane which is structure to H tor cyclopentane IS l}llesllolwlI e, ma1I1 y lIllul. C \,. , • 

. d"·t' ,t "II gas hydrates (Ripmeester et al.. larger than cyclopentane, IS report~ to orm S IllC U1 c-· . 
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1991) and does not change structure (Burgass, 1995), wher~as one expects cyclohexane to 

change structure to H at lower temperatures compared to cyclopentane. For a thorou~h 
'-

investigation on the possihility of change in hydrate structure and formation uf anv new 
"' 

hydrate structure, one might consider to study cyclopropane (I and II), cyclohutane (II), 

cyclopentane (II and ?), and cyclohexane (II). 

In relation to group-III, although the FOB vs a* plot for methylcyclohexane showed a 

sharp minimum (Chapter-4) and this could he the case for other compounds in this group, 

the compositional data on cage occupancy might he necessary to find the unique set of 

Kihara potential parameters for compounds in this group. However, it is not possible to 

do any accurate modelling for structure-H gas hydrates hefore determining its crystal 

structure. This area warrants further experimental and modelling investigations. 

Finally the results of this work showed that nitrogen is likely to form structure-I gas 

hydrates in the L 1-V -H region. This needs further experimental and theoretical 

investigations. Some other compounds, such as oxygen, reported to form structure-II gas 

hydrates by X-ray diffraction at 100 K (Davidson et aI., 1986), may also change structure 

at higher tem peratures. 

In relation to heavy hydrate fOimers, more experimental and modelling work is necessary. 

Firstly, one should see the effect of the HHF on hydrate phase boundary and phase 

equilibria of real reservoir tluids. Most real tluids are assumed to form structure-II gas 

hydrates. Therefore, it would he interesting to distinguish the effect of the new HHF and 

change in hydrate structure (say from II to H) on the hydrate phase boundary. Secondly. 

more experimental and modelling work are necessary to model the most important HHF. 

Cyclopentane is of particular interest for any future work, hoth for the possihility of 

change in hydrate structure and the largest shi ft ohservcd in thl' hydrate phasc hoUndary 

(Burgass, 1995). As mentioned earlier, the determination of referencl' properties and 
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definitive hydrate structure for structure-H hydrates are crucial for any future modelling 

work. 

More experimental work on the amount and composition of equilibrium phases in 

heterogeneous systems containing gas hydrates is required. These data could be used in 

further improvement and validation of the model. Furthermore, the compositional data 

are valuable in improving the conventional K-value charts. We have noticed some 

deviations between the experimental and predicted amount of methanol and ethane in 

vapour and hydrate phases, respectively. It might be possihle to use the compositional 

data to improve the model. 
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APPENDIX-A 

EQUA TIONS OF STATE AND MIXING RULES 

A.I. INTRODUCTION 

Equations of State (EoS) represent the relation existing between the temperature, T, and 

pressure conditions, p, the volume occupied, V, and the quantity of material, N. They can 

be divided in two categories: closed type analytical expressions of the type: 

j(P,T, V,N) =0 (A. I ) 

and open ended series, or virial equations, where the compressibility factor is given as a 

power series in the reciprocal molar volume, Ill': 

Pv BCD 
Z = - = 1 + - + -2 + -I + ... 

RT v v v' 
(A.2) 

In the above equation, B is the second vi rial coefficient, C is the third vilial coefficient, D 

is the fourth, and so on. The virial equation of state is limited to gas phase only. 

Most successful closed type equations of state are explicit in pressure and take a cubic 

form in terms of volume (or Z). The best -known exampk is the \'an (kr \\' aals EllS 

(1873). Cubic EoS may be classified according to the number of constants appearing in 

the equation. The van der Waals EnS contains tWll constants, and is known as the t\' .. o 

parameter EoS. In this work the popular Peng-Robinson (1976) EoS and the \vell proven 
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(Danesh et al., 1991) Valderrama (Valderrama, 1990) modification of the Patd and Teja 

EoS have been used in calculating the fugacity in all tluid phases, 

The semi-empirical cubic EoS have in general been developed by using pure component 

data. The application of these equations has been extended to mUlticomponent systems 

by defining mixing rules to evaluate the average parameters required in the EoS 

calculations. In this work two different mixing ruks, namely, classical mixing rules and 

non-density mixing (NOD) rules have been used. 

The objective of this appendix is to give a brief review of the above equations of state and 

mixing rules. Xu (1990), Danesh et al. (l <)<) I), and Avlonitis et {II. (1994) have been 

consulted in wliting this appendix and the materials are mainly quotations from the above 

references. 

A.2. EQUATIONS OF STATE (EoS) 

Almost all van der Waals type cubic EoS can be expressed by the following general form: 

p = RT _ {/ 
\' - b v 2 + UV + H' 

(A.3) 

where p, T, v, and R are the pressure, temperature, molar volume, and the universal gas 

constant, respectively. a and b, as initially proposed by van der Waals, represent the 

attractive pressure term and the thelmal repulsive tenTI, respectively. In a two parameter 

EoS, u and H' are related to b, whereas in a three parameter EoS u and H' are related to 

b and a third parameter c, or some properties such as acentric factor. 

These parameters are related to the critical temperature and pressure by: 

(A.4) 
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(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.6) 

Da and Db in a two parameter EoS or Q c in a three parameter EoS may be found by 

satisfying Equation-A.3 and the following two critical point conditions: 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

The temperature function a( Tr) is generally expressed by: 

a(T,.) = {l + m( 1 - T;,·5) j2 (A. 1 0) 

where the slope 111 is commonly correlated by the acentric factor OJ in a polynomial 

fonn; Tr is the reduced temperature defined by T fTc. The expression for the parameters 

of the above two equations of states and the original van der Waals EoS (for comparison) 

are given in Table-A. 1. 

Avlonitis et (II. (1994) relaxed the correlation of a(Tr ) of Valderrama (VPT EoS) for 

water and methanol and regressed a more specific correlation for temperatures up to the 

critical point: 

a(Tr ) = {I + m{ 1-(T,.}'1
1 1/ (A. 1 1 ) 
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where for methanol 111 =0.76757, '1'=0.67933 and for water 111 =0.72318 '1'=0.52084. We 

extended the Avlonitis et al. (1994) approach to the PR EoS. Furthermore, we used water 

vapour pressure data in the range of 258.15 K to 374.15 K to find m and 'I' for water in 

the PR and VPT EoS, as explained in Chapter-2. A hrief discussion of the PR and VPT 

equations of states is given below: 

Peng-Robinson EoS 

The Redlich-Kwong great contlibution was to introduce the square root of temperature in 

the attractive term in the EoS, but their equation cannot accurately predict the phase 

behaviour and volumetric properties. Peng and Rohinson (1976) proposed a modified 

Redlich-Kwong equation of state (PR EoS) which is capahle of predicting the liquid 

density as well as the vapour pressure in order to further improve VLE predictions. 

Peng and Robinson used a similar form of a( T,J as proposed hy Soave (1972), but it was 

correlated by using vapour-pressure data from the normal hoiling points to the critical 

point, whereas Soave only used the critical point and the calculated vapour pressure at 

Tr=O.7. Later they (Robinson and Peng, 1978) modified the correlation for m by 

improving the predictions for heavier compounds. The parameters of the PR EoS are 

given in Table-A. I. 

Valderrama-Patel-Teja EoS 

Patel and Teja (1982) developed a cuhic equation of state (PT EoS) hy introducing two 

substance dependent parameters which are ohtained from the liquid density and vapour 

pressure data. They cOlTelated the two parameters with the acentric factor, w. The three 

parameter PT EoS has heen shown to give satisfactory results for hoth vapour pressure 

and density, even for heavy and polar compounds. The acentric factor, w, has heen 

extensively used along with Tc and Pc to correlate the parameters of most equations of 

state. However, W is a parameter representing the heha\'iour of a suhstancl' at low 

pressure range (T,.=O.7). ValdelTama and Cisternas (1986) modified the PT EoS hy using 
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the critical compressibility factor, Zc, instead of the acentric factor. OJ, to correlate the 

parameters of the PT EoS. Later, Valderrama (1990) introduced both the critical 

compressibility factor and the acentric factor as gencraiising parameters in the PT EoS. 

In doing so he argues that the use of four substance dependent generalising parameters 

(Tc, Pc, Zc, and OJ) results in better predictions of volumetric prorerties and vapour 

pressures of polar and non-polar tluids. Danesh ef al. (1991) extensively tested the VPT 

EoS in complex reservoir tluids and demonstrated its superiority to other EoS in the 

prediction of volumetric properties, even without any binary interaction parameters for 

hydrocarbon systems. The parameters of the PR EoS are summarised in Table-A. I. 

A.3. MIXING RULES 

For mixtures, the composition must be taken into account in formulating the equation of 

state. Consequently, for a mixture, Equation-A. I would be: 

(A.12) 

In practice it is assumed that a mixture with a gIven composition behaves like a 

hypothetical pure substance, for which the parameters are calculated from the individual 

pure component parameters and the composition of the mixture. The rules governing the 

calculation of a, b, c, for the hypothetical pure substance are known as mixing lules. 

In the calculation of phase equilibria in systems containing only non-polar components, 

adequate results are obtained with the classical mixing ruks. For mixtures where strongly 

polar components (such as water and methanol) interact with non-polar compounds 

(asymmetric mixtures), more complex mixing rules an~ needed. In the following sections, 

the classical mixing rules and non-density dependent (NOD) mixing rules (Avlonitis et 

al., 1994) are explained. It is should be noticed that the non-conventional mixing rules 

are only available with the VPT EoS. 
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Classical Mixing Rules 

In classical mixing rules, also called the conventional random van der Waals mixing 

rules, the parameters a, b, and c, for a mixture, are calculated from the following 

equations: 

} 

b = Lx;b; 

C = LX/'i 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.IS) 

where Xi is the mole fraction of component i and k;j is the so-called standard binary 

interaction parameter (BIP) hetween component i and component j, 

As the binary interaction parameter is determined hy matching the predicted values with 

experimental data, it should he considered as a fitting parameter and be used with the 

corresponding EoS. Furthermore, the hydrocarhon-hydrocarhon interaction have been 

found to he insignificant and can safely he assumed to he equal to zero. The hinary 

interaction parameters used in this work for the PR and the VPT EoS are listed in Tables-

A.2 and A.3, respectively. 

Non-Density Dependent (NOD) Mixing Rules 

The three parameter equation of state proposed hy Valderrama has heen extended to 

asymmetric systems hy the introduction of new non-density dependent mixing rules with 

cubic dependence of the atlractive term, A vlonitis ef al. (1994) separated the attractive 

term a of the VPT EoS into two parts: 

C A a=a +a (A.16) 

A 
where {/' stands for the classic quadratic mixing rules and is given hy Equation A.13. a 

represents the asymmetric contrihution and should vanish when the system approaches 
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ideal behaviour, i.e. at high temperatures. It should also vanish when the asymmetric 

interactions become unimportant, i.e. when the concentration of non-polars in a polar-rich 

phase tend to zero. For thermodynamic consistency, the term a A should be independent 

of pressure. The simplest possible mixing rule which satisfies the above requirements is 

(Avlonitis etal., 1994): 

a
A 

= .L; x~.L; X/lp/p; (A.I7) 
I' 

where p is the index of the polar component, ap; = (apa; )1/2 and 11'; is a binary interaction 

parameter, which is a decreasing function of temperature: 

(A.I8) 

where r, and 11, are dimensionless constants expected to be positive and T() is the ice 
1" 1" 

point in K. These parameters have been obtained by forcing the agreement of the model 

to the binary data reported in the open literature. Table-A.4 presents a listing of the 

obtained binary interaction parameters. 

Ta bl AlP e- .. arameters 0 t e cu fh b' IC equatIOns () f state. 

Equation ila il" ilu ilw m 

VDW 27/64 1/8 0 0 0 

(1873) 

PR 0.45724 0.07780 2il" 
_Q2 

II 0.3796+ 1.485 m-

(1978) O.1644m2+O.01667 m3 

VPT 0.66121- 0.02207+ Q,,+Q('t -Q"Qc 0.46283+ 3.5823 mZc + 

(1990) 0.76105 Zc 0.20868 Ze 8.19417(mZ)2 

t ilc =0.57765-1.87080 Zc 
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Table-A.2. The binary inter({uion p({r({l17eters (k21 ) usn/for the PR EoSt~. ____ _ 

Component Carhon dioxide Nitro~en Hydro~en sulphide 

Methane 0.094 0.035 0.100 

Ethane 0.134 0.038 0.095 

Propane 0.128 0.070 0.088 

i-Butane 

n-Butane 

n-Pentane 

n-Hexane 

n-Heptane 

n-Octane 

Carbon dioxide 

Nitrogen 

Hydrogen sulphide 

t Avlonitis, 1988. 

0.126 

0.165 

0.141 

0.118 

0.110 

0.150 

(1.094 0.050 

0.114 (1.097 

0.088 0.047 

0.150 0.047 

0.142 (U)47 

0.120 (UnO 

-(U)22 0.165 

0.063 

Table-A.J. The standard bin({l), interaction parameters ( k21 ) for the VPT EoS t. 
Component Carbon dioxide Nitrogen Hydrogen sulphide 

Methane 0'()92 0.035 0.080 

Ethane 0.134 0.038 0.095 

Propane 0.128 (UnO 0.088 

i-Butane 0.126 0.134 0.050 

n-Butane 0.138 0.114 0.050 

n-Pentane 0.141 0.088 (}047 

n-Hexane 0.118 0.150 0'()47 

n-Heptane 0.110 0.142 0.047 

n-Octane 0.110 0.150 o.(nO 

Carbon dioxide -0.036 0.088 

Nitrogen 0.176 

t Avlonitis et al. 1994. 
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Water 

0.512 

0.496 

0.544 

0.500 

0.472 

0.470 

0.470 

0.470 

0.470 

-0.030 

0.430 

0.500 
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Table-A.4. Interaction paralJ1t'fersfo r the NDD mixing rules t. 
Component (1) Methanol {2} Wgt~r (2} 

k21 1;1 11 x 10-1 
21 k 21 /" 21 

[1 X 10" 
21 

Methane 0.2538 0.7319 6.88 0.5028 1.8180 49.00 

Ethane 0.0137 0.0519 21.7 0.4974 1.4870 45.40 

Propane 0.0278t 0.0779 0.00 0.5465 1.6070 39.30 

i-Butane 0.1233 0.3029 17.60 0.5863 1.7863 37.40 

n-Butane 0.1465 0.2917 0.00 0.5800 1.6885 33.57 

n-Pentane 0.2528 0.7908 58.28 0.5525 1.6188 23.72 

n-Hexane 0.2245 0.5607 17.54 0.4577 1.5730 31.41 

n-Heptane 0.1461 0.4592 27.17 0.4165 1.5201 35.21 

n-Octane 0.1403 0.5331 36.91 0.3901 1.5200 35.31 

Xenon 0.1374 0.8870 47.50 

Carbon dioxide 0.0510 ()'O700 11.56 0.1965 0.7232 23.74 

Nitrogen 0.2484 1.0440 7.22 0.4792 2.6575 64.46 

Hydrogen sulphide 0.0694 0.1133 O.()O 0.1382 0.3809 13.24 

Methanol 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 -0.0789 -0.0149 0.00 

Wat~r -0.0789 0.0835 0.00 (). ()O()O O,OOOQ Q,oo 

t Avlonitis ef al. 1994. 

t For propane, kU is temperature dependent: Kpm =0.0278+(),()()0911(T-To). 
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APPENDIX-B 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Table-B.} Experimenfal hydrat£:' dissociation conditions for black oil in th£:' pr£:'sence oj 

1 pure 'rvater (l/1( svnthetic {ormation H'ater. 

Pure water Synthetic formation water, Table-6.7 

Temp, K Press, MPa Temp, K Press, MPa 

(±0.05 K) (+(U)07 MPa) (+0.05 K) (+0.007 MPa) 

275.05 0.779 270.95 1.055 

276.65 0.95g 272.25 1.289 

277.85 1.158 274.05 1.737 

278.75 1.310 275.95 2.103 

279.95 1.531 277.05 2.461 

282.35 2.193 277.g5 3.130 

283.65 2.599 

285.45 3.427 

Table-B.2 Etperimental hydrate dissociation conditions for block oil (Table-6.8) in the 

presence 0 f F . fi 1 F . f' ~ 67 W ~ h I ortles ormatIOn yt'ater (In( arftes ornwtlOl1 ~l'{{ter + ( . t 0 l11£:'t (1110. 

Forties formation water, Tahle-6.7 Forties formation water+8.67 Wt% methanol I 
Temp, K Press, MPa Temp, K Press, MPa 

(+0.05 K) (+0.007 MPa) (+0.05 K) (±O.O()7 MPa) 

274.90 1.165 270.90 1.255 

27"8.50 1.924 274.50 2.075 

282.00 3.447 277.80 3.392 

284.30 4.868 281.10 5.330 
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